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ABSTRACT

This dissertation investigates the use of transport layer multihoming for provid-

ing end-to-end network fault tolerance and improved application performance. Transport

layer multihoming is a feature that binds a single transport layer association to multiple

network addresses at each endpoint, thus allowing the two end hosts to communicate over

multiple network paths. Such path redundancy is useful for fault tolerance in that traffic

of existing connections can be redirected (i.e., failover) to a peer’s alternate network ad-

dress without the need for applications (or users) to abort and re-establish connections.

Considering the prevalence of path outages in the Internet today, multihoming support at

the transport layer can improve resilience of established connections.

Using the Stream Control Transmission Protocol (SCTP), we investigate possi-

ble design decisions of a multihomed transport protocol, and provide insight for future

transport protocols that support multihoming. In particular, we investigate retransmis-

sion policies and failover mechanisms in two contexts: proactive (for fixed infrastructure

networks), and reactive routing (for mobile ad-hoc networks) protocols. Retransmission

policies control the behavior when a transport sender fails to receive acks for sent data.

Failover mechanisms determine under which conditions a path is presumed failed, when a

sender migrates to a new path, and if/when a sender resumes new data transmission on the

original path. We provide a decision tree to suggest a retransmission policy and failover

mechanism based on expected network conditions.

For topologies with proactive routing and roughly symmetric path delays, our re-

sults show that the best retransmission policy is a hybrid retransmission policy introduced

by this author: (a) send fast retransmissions to the primary destination address, and (b)
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send timeout retransmissions to an alternate destination address. We formally specify and

evaluate variations of SCTP’s current failover mechanism to show that using the most ag-

gressive failover threshold performs best for these topologies. As expected, an agressive

failover threshold does trigger additional spurious failovers; however, we show evidence

that with the hybrid retransmission policy, spurious failovers do not degrade performance,

and counter-intuitively often improve goodput, regardless of the paths’ characteristics.

These results also hold for reactive routing environments with either short route discov-

ery delays or large route cache lifetimes.

In reactive routing environments with short route cache lifetimes and long route

discovery delays, or when path delays are highly asymmetric, our results show a slightly

more conservative approach performing best: (a) send all retransmissions to the primary

destination address, and (b) failover after two consecutive timeouts.

We also investigate permanent failovers, a new concept introduced by this author

and not existing in current transport layer multihoming protocols. We find permanent

failovers beneficial when a sender can estimate each path’s RTT and loss rate.

To evaluate these design decisions, this author co-developed an SCTP module for

the ns-2 network simulator. This module is now an official component of ns-2’s distribu-

tion (version 2.27), and is widely used by the SCTP research community.

Our results have uncovered an important design principle for multihomed trans-

port protocols: traditional conservative failover techniques used in routing do not apply

when path redundancy begins at the end hosts and is handled by the transport layer. Since

failovers at the routing layer are transparent to the transport layer, the failover thresholds

must be conservative to avoid oscillations that could cause the transport layer to maintain

inaccurate path metrics (RTT, cwnd, ssthresh). On the other hand, a multihomed transport

layer is completely aware of failover events and is able to maintain separate metrics per

path. As a result, transport layer multihoming can improve performance by providing

aggressive failovers that reduce stalls during network congestion and failure events.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Problem Statement

This dissertation focuses on transport layer techniques that exploit host multihom-

ing to provide end-to-end fault tolerance and improved application performance. Gen-

erally, mission critical systems rely on redundancy at multiple levels to provide unin-

terrupted service during resource failures. Following the redundancy approach, mission

critical systems can multihome their hosts to improve availability. A host is multihomed

if it can be addressed by multiple IP addresses [23]. Redundancy at the network layer

allows a host to be accessible even if one of its IP addresses becomes unreachable for

an extended period of time (assuming the paths to the multiple interfaces do not share

the same failed link). Transport layers that support multihoming allow traffic of existing

connections to be redirected to a peer’s alternate IP address without the need for applica-

tions (or users) to abort and re-establish connections. Considering the prevalence of path

outages on the Internet today, multihoming support at the transport layer can improve

resilience of established connections, and thus improve application performance. While

fault tolerance can be addressed at other layers, we argue that the transport layer is in

the best position to detect failure and make end-to-end failover decisions. After all, the

transport layer is the lowest layer responsible for both end-to-end quality of service and

having knowledge about end-to-end path characteristics.

Wide spread use of multihoming was infeasible during the early days of the In-

ternet due to cost constraints; today, network interfaces have become commodity items.
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Cheaper network interfaces and cheaper Internet access motivate content providers to

have simultaneous connectivity through multiple ISPs, and more home users are installing

wired and wireless connections for added flexibility and fault tolerance. Furthermore,

wireless devices are being simultaneously connected through multiple access technolo-

gies, such as wireless LANs (e.g., 802.11) and cellular networks (e.g., GPRS, CDMA).

1.2 Motivation for Multihoming

We begin with an argument for why host multihoming is important today and is

expected to further increase in importance in the short and long terms. Today, content

providers and server operators on the Internet face a significant challenge of ensuring

that services are readily available and highly reliable. Servers on the Internet today are

recognized as being much less reliable than mission-critical services provided today, such

as the telephone network’s “five 9’s” expected level of reliable operation. Much of the

gap in reliability is attributed to network availability and host reachability; unfortunately,

network path outages are not rare on the Internet. Sections 1.2.1 and 1.2.2 present two

causes of path outages on the Internet: link failures and overloaded links.

1.2.1 Link Failures

The Internet’s backbone routing is designed to be robust against link failures. Link

failures occur when a router or a link connecting two routers fails due to link disconnec-

tion, hardware malfunction, or software error. The routing system has the responsibility

to detect such failures, and in response, reconfigure routing tables to bypass the failure.

One problem with routing recovery is that the Internet’s backbone routing, which

is based on Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) [94, 95], has been optimized for scalability

and simplicity. As a result, BGP can take a long time to converge on a new route after a

link failure is detected. Labovitz et al. [72] show that the Internet’s interdomain routers

may take tens of minutes to converge after a failure. They find that during these “delayed

convergences,” end-to-end Internet paths experience intermittent loss of connectivity in
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addition to increased packet loss, latency, and reordering. Although they demonstrate

that much of the convergence delays are due to BGP specification ambiguity and specific

router vendor implementation decisions, long convergence times are inherent to the path

vector routing protocol. Their analysis shows that in the best case, convergence times will

grow linearly with the addition of new autonomous systems; in the worst case, the growth

is exponential.

Paxson [91] uses probes to find that “significant routing pathologies” prevent se-

lected pairs of hosts from communicating about 1.5% to 3.3% of the time. Importantly,

he also finds that this trend has not improved with time. Labovitz et al. [73] examine

routing table logs of Internet backbones to find that 10% of all considered routes were

available less than 95% of the time, and more than 65% of all routes were available less

than 99.99% of the time. They also find that the duration of path outages are heavy-

tailed, and about 40% of path outages take more than 30 minutes to repair. Chandra et

al. [37] use probes to confirm that failure durations are heavy-tailed, and report that 5%

of detected failures last more than 2.75 hours, and as long as 27.75 hours.

1.2.2 Overloaded Links

Another problem with BGP is that it is not designed to detect performance failures

due to overloaded network links. Flash crowds and denial-of-service (DoS) attacks are

two situations that can overload a path to a host. Such scenarios drastically degrade the

end-to-end communication between peer hosts, but BGP is unaware of such performance

failures. Even if alternate paths exist, BGP will not use them to route traffic around

overloaded links.

A flash crowd is a sudden, large surge of legitimate traffic to a particular site. Flash

crowds resulted from the Ken Starr Report on September 11, 1998, Victoria’s Secret

Fashion Show webcast on May 18, 2000, and news reports of the terrorist attacks of

September 11, 2001. Also, the Slashdot Effect is a commonly experienced phenomenon
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that occurs when a high volume news web site (www.slashdot.org) posts a web site link,

and triggers a spontaneous high hit rate upon the server of that link.

A DoS attack floods a network with useless traffic to overwhelm the network

and/or system resources of the victim host. Moore et al. [86] study three, one-week

datasets to find that DoS activity on the Internet is widespread, and distributed among

many different domains and ISPs. During the three one-week periods, they observe more

than 12,800 attacks against more than 5,000 distinct targets belonging to 2,000 distinct

DNS domains. They report attack rates and durations that would disrupt most (if not all)

communication to the victim IP addresses. They report that 50% of attacks are less than

10 minutes in duration, 80% are less than 30 minutes, and 90% less than an hour. At

the tail of the distribution, 2% of attacks are greater than 5 hours, 1% are greater than

10 hours, and dozens last multiple days. They also find that the range of targets is sur-

prisingly more encompassing than expected. Targets include well known sites, such as

Amazon and Hotmail, but a significant fraction of attacks is directed against small and

medium sized businesses, dialup and broadband home machines, and network infrastruc-

ture, such as name servers and routers.

These statistics are not promising for mission critical systems which require high

availability. Many commercial services advertise 99.99% or 99.999% (known as “four

9’s” or “five 9’s) server availability, but highly available servers do not guarantee highly

available services for their clients. The end-to-end paths from the clients to the server

must also be highly available. A system which advertises 99.999% server availability ex-

pects to have a down time of at most 5 minutes a year. However, a typical client may find

the server available much less often; even 99% availability translates to approximately 15

minutes of down time a day.

Previous research has attempted to improve host availability on the Internet by var-

ious means, such as server replication [1, 43, 46, 49, 109, 114], site multihoming [2–6, 8],

or overlay routing networks [12, 13, 54, 113]. Each of these approaches can be effective,
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but they have limitations (see Section 6.1). Server replication’s costly infrastructure limits

this solution to high-end Web sites that can afford the expense. Site multihoming (pro-

visioning a site with multiple ISP links) protects against a single access link failure, but

it cannot avoid the long convergence times of BGP within the Internet. Overlay routing

networks require extra infrastructure within the network that does not scale well beyond

a small set of nodes. Furthermore, each of these approaches are unable to route around

last-hop failures, which Gummadi et al. [54] show to occur in 16% of path failures to

servers and 60% of path failures to broadband hosts. Host multihoming, on the other

hand, can route around last-hop failures by allowing a host to be accessible even if one of

its IP addresses becomes unreachable.

1.3 Transport Layer Multihoming

Transport layer multihoming is a feature that binds a single transport layer con-

nection to multiple network addresses at each endpoint. This transport protocol feature

is not a new concept; it is actually an old concept disguised under a new name. Histori-

cally, transport layer multihoming was referred to as splitting/recombining or downward-

multiplexing, and was for providing added resilience against network failure and/or po-

tentially increasing throughput [60,106,110]. Although transport layer multihoming is an

old concept, neither of the Internet’s current transport protocol workhorses, TCP or UDP,

support multihoming. UDP’s connectionless nature is incompatible with transport layer

multihoming, and TCP allows applications to bind to only one network address at each

end of a connection. Furthermore, we are unaware of any other historical transport pro-

tocols that support multihoming [60]. Network interfaces were expensive components in

the early days of the Internet, which meant that transport layer multihoming was beyond

the ken of research.

Now that network interfaces have become commodity items, and multiple ISP

access (e.g., dialup/broadband home connection, WiFi hotspots, and cellular provider) is
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affordable, transport layer multihoming has become a feature worth supporting and inves-

tigating. Two recent IETF transport layer protocols, the Stream Control Transmission Pro-

tocol (SCTP) [35, 104, 105] and the Datagram Congestion Control Protocol (DCCP) [71]

support multihoming at the transport layer. DCCP is currently in its formative stages,

and transport layer mobility is its driving motivation for multihoming support. SCTP, on

the other hand, is more mature (RFC2960 was published in October 2000), and supports

multihoming primarily for network fault tolerance.1 Therefore, we use SCTP for our ex-

periments, but we believe the results and conclusions presented in this dissertation apply

in general to reliable transport protocols that support multihoming.

SCTP was originally developed to carry telephony signaling messages over IP net-

works. With continued work, SCTP evolved into a general purpose transport protocol that

includes advanced delivery options. SCTP is a message-oriented protocol that provides

a reliable, full-duplex connection, called an association. Its key features are multihom-

ing, multistreaming, and extra protection against SYN-flooding attacks, blind masquer-

ade attacks, and stale SCTP packets from previous associations. Multistreaming allows

for independent delivery among streams, and reduces the risk of head-of-line blocking.

SCTP resists SYN-flooding attacks by using a four-way handshake that verifies the le-

gitimacy of an association initialization request before allocating server-side resources.

Blind masquerade attacks and stale packets are avoided by using a 32-bit verification tag

to validate the sender of an SCTP packet. Refer to Table 1.1 for a complete list of SCTP’s

services/features, compared and contrasted with TCP and UDP.

To explain SCTP’s multihoming feature, we contrast SCTP and TCP in a multi-

homed topology (see Figure 1.1). Since TCP can only bind to a single IP address at each

endpoint, four distinct TCP connections are possible between Hosts ) and * : +,).-/��*�-10 ,
+2)�-���*43/0 , +,)53%��*�-60 , +2)53���*53/0 . SCTP’s binding, on the other hand, is not limited to a single

- Transport layer mobility is a special case of network fault tolerance that SCTP sup-
ports with some proposed extensions [96, 103], but mobility is not the focus of this
dissertation.
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Services / Features SCTP TCP UDP
Connection-oriented yes yes no
Full duplex yes yes yes
Reliable data transfer yes yes no
Partial-reliable data transfer optional no no
Flow control yes yes no
TCP-friendly congestion control yes yes no
ECN capable yes yes no
Ordered data delivery yes yes no
Unordered data delivery yes no yes
Uses selective ACKs yes optional no
Preservation of Application PDU Boundaries yes no yes
Application PDU fragmentation yes yes no
Application PDU bundling yes yes no
Path MTU discovery yes yes no
Multistreaming yes no no
Multihoming yes no no
Protection against SYN flooding attack yes no n/a
Allows half-closed connections no yes n/a
Reachability check yes yes no
Pseudo-header for checksum no (uses vtags) yes yes
Time wait state for vtags for 4-tuple n/a

Table 1.1: Compare and contrast SCTP, TCP, UDP
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IP address on each end. Instead, a single SCTP association may consist of all IP addresses,

which in our example would be: +7�')�-��()538�&�%�
*�-���*43%��0 .2 Currently, SCTP uses multi-

homing for redundancy purposes only and not for concurrent multipath transfers [63–65].

Each endpoint chooses a single destination address as the primary destination address,

which is used for all data traffic during “normal transmission”. Note that a single port

number is used at each endpoint regardless of the number of IP addresses.

Host A

A1

A2

Host B

B1

B2

InternetISP

ISP

ISP

ISP

Figure 1.1: Example multihomed topology

Now suppose that there exists a TCP connection, +,)9-/��*�-:0 , and an SCTP associ-

ation, +;�')�-��()538�&�%�
*�-���*43%��0 , with )�- and *�- as the primary destinations. If *9- becomes

unreachable, TCP and SCTP behave quite differently. Since TCP does not support mul-

tihoming, the TCP connection awaits a predefined maximum number of retransmission

timeouts and then aborts; thus forcing the application layer (or user) to recover. This

“wait, abort, and reconnect” behavior may be unacceptable for mission critical applica-

tions. An SCTP association, however, remains alive even when *.- becomes unreachable.

SCTP’s built-in failure detection and recovery system, known as failover, allows end-

points to dynamically send traffic to an alternate peer IP address when needed. Hence, in

this example, the SCTP association temporarily redirects traffic to *�3 until *�- becomes

reachable again.

3 Although less useful for network failure recovery, an SCTP endpoint may bind to a
proper subset of its available IP addresses.
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1.4 Research Overview

Transport layer multihoming is an old concept finally making its way into stan-

dardized transport protocols, but it remains a feature left mostly unexplored. With multi-

ple paths at its disposal, a sending transport layer has several actions that can be taken to

handle normal data transmission, loss recovery, path failure detection, failover, and path

recovery. The authors of SCTP designed the fault tolerance mechanisms based on intu-

ition and previous experience in single homed networking, but much of the multihoming

functionality does not have research data to justify its design. This dissertation investi-

gates and challenges some of the design decisions of SCTP to determine if their predicted

benefits are indeed realized. This research provides insight for future transport protocols

that support multihoming.

Without complete knowledge about the network, a sender is faced with the dilemma

of blindly deciding which path to use for loss recovery. A sender has no way of knowing

if lost data is attributed to noise, minor transient congestion, major long term congestion,

or path failure. Furthermore, endpoints are generally ignorant of the bandwidth-delay

product of the available paths to their peer. Instead of gambling on a case-by-case basis,

SCTP uses a fixed retransmission policy that attempts to maximize long term benefits.

We challenge SCTP’s retransmission policy by investigating a few policies for failure and

non-failure scenarios. The results of this study are available in Chapter 2 of this disserta-

tion.

Path failure detection time is important for swift failovers that minimize stall time

of transfers. Failure detection time can be improved by lowering the failover threshold,

but doing so increases the number of false alarms (i.e., spurious failovers). We formally

specify and evaluate a few variations of SCTP’s failover mechanism to investigate the

tradeoff between more aggressive failover and more frequent spurious failovers to deter-

mine appropriate failover thresholds for fast failovers that do not degrade goodput perfor-

mance of transfers. The results of this study are available in Chapter 3 of this dissertation.
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We also challenge SCTP’s failover mechanism for its temporary nature. As cur-

rently specified in RFC2960, failovers are never permanent; if the primary path recovers,

a sender resumes sending new data to the primary destination. When changing desti-

nations, a sender throttles its sending rate back to slow start to regain its ack clock for

the new path. Consequently, the transfer is actually penalized for a path recovering. We

formally specify and investigate extending the current state-of-the-art in multihoming to

support permanent failover for avoiding such penalization. The results of this study are

also available in Chapter 3 of this dissertation.

As wireless devices become more prevalent, more mesh and infrastructure-less

networks are emerging. In particular, mobile ad-hoc networks (MANETs) are a promising

future direction in networking. The cooperative, yet mobile and volatile nature of nodes

in MANETs make transport layer multihoming appealing. However, some MANET rout-

ing protocols (e.g., AODV, DSR) are reactive (instead of proactive as in traditional fixed

infrastructure networks). Taking into account the interaction of transport and network

layer, reactive routing can alter the results and conclusions of our investigations of re-

transmission policies and failover thresholds. Therefore, we reevaluate our results in the

context of reactive routing protocols. The results of this study are available in Chapter 4

of this dissertation.

To perform the simulation work used to evaluate these design decisions, we needed

a network simulator that supported SCTP. Thus, we developed an SCTP module for the

ns-2 network simulator. This module is now an official component of ns-2, and is used

significantly by the SCTP research community. Details about the module are available in

Chapter 5 of this dissertation.

Chapter 6 concludes this dissertation. In this chapter, we first present a summary of

related work that addresses end-to-end network fault tolerance. These approaches include

dynamic host routing, site multihoming, server replication, overlay routing networks, and

interrupted connection re-establishment. Then, we present a summary of key results in
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this thesis. Finally, we end with suggestions for future study.

Figure 1.2 shows a structural outline of the dissertation and the author’s related

publications for each topic.

<>= ?8?/@BA2C6D�C�=FEBG
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^ @�?�L�_ C6?kj;EUAl&AJE�DMN8C�= m�@ ^ EML�C/=nG�o ^ @�?�L�_ C1?pj7EBA^ @�DMN8C8= m�@ ^ EML�C/=$G�o q =nrsL�_`D�C�=FEBGtuE�K�@B_OQPSRUT�VXWQY&Zwv�]
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[25, 33]

[26, 27, 30, 32] [28, 29] [29, 34] [31] [31]

Figure 1.2: Dissertation structure
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Chapter 2

RETRANSMISSION POLICIES

2.1 Introduction

Currently, an SCTP sender uses an alternate destination address for retransmis-

sions when data sent to the primary destination is lost. SCTP’s current retransmission

policy [105] states that “when its peer is multihomed, an endpoint SHOULD try to re-

transmit [data] to an active destination transport address that is different from the last

destination address to which the [data] was sent.” According to the authors of SCTP,

this policy, which we refer to as AllRtxAlt (All Retransmissions to Alternate) attempts to

improve the chance of success by sending retransmissions to alternate destinations [104].

The underlying assumption is that loss indicates either that the network path to the pri-

mary destination is congested, or the primary destination is unreachable. Thus, retrans-

mitting to an alternate destination will more likely avoid a repeated loss of the same data.

We show that this policy actually degrades performance in many circumstances.

We explore two alternative retransmission policies that were introduced by this author and

find that the best policy, for both failure and non-failure scenarios, is a hybrid policy: send

(a) fast retransmissions to the primary destination, and (b) timeout retransmissions to an

alternate destination.1 To this author’s best knowledge, no transport protocol (necessarily

multihomed) has ever explored such a hybrid policy. We show that this hybrid policy

performs best when combined with two enhancements: a Multiple Fast Retransmit algo-

rithm (also introduced by this author), and either timestamps or our Heartbeat After RTO
- The hybrid policy was inspired by a conversation with a student from CCNY about

my work on retransmission policies.
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mechanism (suggested by Randall Stewart). The Multiple Fast Retransmit algorithm re-

duces the number of timeouts. Timestamps and the Heartbeat After RTO mechanism both

improve performance when timeouts are common by providing extra RTT measurements

to increase a sender’s accuracy of its RTT estimates and therefore RTO values.

Section 2.2 demonstrates a problem with SCTP’s current retransmission policy

(AllRtxAlt) by comparing it to an alternative policy, AllRtxSame (All Retransmissions

to Same). Section 2.3 introduces and evaluates our hybrid policy, FrSameRtoAlt (Fast

Retransmissions to Same, Timeouts to Alternate), which combines the good points of All-

RtxAlt and AllRtxSame. Section 2.4 introduces and evaluates three extensions to further

improve the performance of the three policies. Section 2.5 compares the policies’ perfor-

mance with their best extensions in non-failure scenarios, and Section 2.6 compares them

in failure scenarios. Section 2.7 concludes this chapter.

2.2 AllRtxAlt’s Problem

AllRtxAlt is the retransmission policy currently specified for SCTP in RFC2960.

This policy attempts to bypass transient network congestion and path failures by sending

all retransmissions to an alternate destination. Intuitively, the author of this policy ex-

pected that sending retransmissions to an alternate path would be beneficial, particularly

when the alternate path’s quality is better (i.e., higher bandwidth, lower delay, and/or

lower loss). Similarly, when the alternate path’s quality is worse, one would expect send-

ing retransmissions to the same destination as their original transmission should provide

better performance. To test these hypotheses, we evaluate the performance of AllRtxAlt

and the AllRtxSame policy – send all retransmissions to the same destination as their

original transmission.

2.2.1 Analysis Methodology

We evaluate the retransmission policies using University of Delaware’s SCTP

module [33] for the ns-2 network simulator [19]. This module is further discussed in
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Chapter 5. Figure 2.1 illustrates the network topology simulated: a dual-dumbbell topol-

ogy whose core links have a bandwidth of 10Mbps and a one-way propagation delay of

25ms. Each router, � , is attached to five edge nodes. One of these five nodes is a dual-

homed node for an SCTP endpoint, while the other four are single-homed and introduce

cross-traffic that creates loss for the SCTP traffic.

The links to the dual-homed nodes have a bandwidth of 100Mbps and a one-

way propagation delay of 10ms. The single-homed nodes also have 100Mbps links, but

their propagation delays are randomly chosen from a uniform distribution between 5-

20ms. The end-to-end one-way propagation delays range between 35-65ms. These delays

roughly approximate reasonable Internet delays for distances such as coast-to-coast of the

continental US, and eastern US to/from western Europe. Also, each link (both edge and

core) has a buffer size twice the link’s bandwidth-delay product, which is a reasonable

setting in practice.

Our configuration has two SCTP endpoints (sender ) , receiver * ) on either side

of the network, which are attached to the dual-homed edge nodes. ) has two paths,

labeled primary and alternate, to * . Each single-homed edge node has eight traffic gen-

erators, each exhibiting ON/OFF patterns with ON-periods and OFF-periods drawn from

a Pareto distribution. The cross-traffic packet sizes are chosen to roughly resemble the

distribution found on the Internet: 50% are 44 bytes, 25% are 576 bytes, and 25% are

1500 bytes [7,41]. The aim is to simulate an SCTP data transfer over a network with self-

similar cross-traffic, which resembles the observed nature of traffic on data networks [75].

We chose this model for simulating self-similar cross-traffic based on results by Will-

inger et al. [111], which show that self-similar traffic can be modeled as an aggregation of

ON/OFF sources with durations drawn from distributions with heavy tails (e.g., Pareto).

We simulate a 4MB file transfer with different network conditions, controlled by

varying the load introduced by cross-traffic. All loss experienced is due to congestion at

the routers; no loss is due to bit errors. The aggregate levels of cross-traffic on each path
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range from 5Mbps to 11Mbps. Although we independently control the levels of cross-

traffic on each of the core links, the controls for the cross-traffic on each forward-return

path pair are set the same. Each simulation has three parameters:

1. level of cross-traffic (in Mbps) on the primary path

2. level of cross-traffic (in Mbps) on the alternate path

3. AllRtxAlt vs AllRtxSame policy

2.2.2 Results

We compare the transfer times using AllRtxAlt versus AllRtxSame under various

loss rates, with all else being equal (bandwidth, delay, etc). Since loss in our simulations

(only) occurs due to congestion, we do not set the loss rate. Instead, we set various levels

of cross-traffic and calculate the observed loss rate for a transfer after the simulation has

completed. The loss rate is calculated as the number of SCTP packets dropped by the

routers (labelled � ) divided by the number of SCTP packets transmitted by sender ) .

We collected results for 0-10% loss on the primary and alternate paths, but for

readability we do not include all results. Figure 2.2 presents the results for transfers

with �
	����������� primary path loss. The graphs compare the file transfer time using All-

RtxAlt versus AllRtxSame at various loss rates on the alternate path. Without failures,

AllRtxSame never uses the alternate path, and therefore is unaffected by the alternate

path’s loss rate. Thus, AllRtxSame’s transfer times are represented as a band parallel to

the � -axis. This band outlines the upper and lower bounds of the 90% confidence interval.

For example, we are 90% confident that the average 4MB file transfer time at 3% primary

path loss lies between 34.3 and 35.1 seconds.

AllRtxAlt’s transfer times are grouped by ranges of alternate path loss rates. The

graph depicts the mean and the 90% confidence interval for each of these groups. The

90% confidence interval is calculated using an acceptable error of 10% of the mean. That
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is, we ran enough simulations to estimate the mean and 90% confidence interval with an

acceptable error of at most 10% of the mean. For example, when the primary path’s loss

rate is 3% and the alternate path’s loss rate is 1.5-2.5%, the 4MB file transfer time is on

average 42.8 seconds with a 90% confidence interval between 41.1 and 44.5 seconds.

The graphs show that for �
	������� primary path loss, AllRtxSame outperforms

AllRtxAlt for all alternate path loss rates (except 0%). Even at times when the alternate

path’s loss rate is better (i.e., lower) than the primary’s, retransmitting on the alternate

path degrades performance. This trend remains for all loss rates. Consider the results

for 8% primary path loss. The anticipated benefits of AllRtxAlt only appear for alternate

path loss rates of 0-3%. In other words, even if the alternate path’s loss rate is up to 3%

better (5-8%), it is better to retransmit data on the primary path with its an 8% loss rate.

Clearly, this behavior is not what the SCTP authors expected when specifying the current

retransmission policy.

Intuition tells us that when an alternate path’s conditions are better than the pri-

mary’s, then AllRtxAlt should improve performance, and when the conditions are worse

on the alternate path, then AllRtxAlt should degrade performance. However, our results

show that often the former expectation does not hold. Furthermore, independent results

by other researchers confirm that AllRtxAlt degrades performance [45]. The next section

explains why.

2.2.3 Stale RTOs

After analyzing several experiment traces in detail, we attribute AllRtxAlt’s poor

performance to stale RTO values for the alternate path. Due to Karn’s algorithm [68],

successful retransmissions on the alternate path cannot be used to update the sender’s RTT

estimation of the alternate path. Timeouts on retransmissions, however, exponentially

increase the RTO. The only traffic on the alternate path which updates the RTT estimate

are the periodic heartbeat probes used to determine destination reachability, but these

heartbeats are transmitted relatively infrequently (approximately every 30 seconds [105]).
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In many cases the RTO is exponentially increased more frequently than it can be reduced

by an RTT estimate. The result is an overly conservative (i.e., too large) RTO on the

alternate path for the majority of the association. Thus, anytime a retransmission on the

alternate path is lost, a timeout occurs and the timeout is likely to be unnecessarily long.

In addition, each timeout further contributes to the problem by doubling the RTO value.

Figure 2.3 illustrates the dynamics of the RTO values for the primary path (8%

loss rate) and the alternate path (5% loss rate) during a 4MB file transfer using AllRtxAlt.

This specific transfer sent a total of 2,889 original transmissions on the primary path, of

which 229 had to be retransmitted on the alternate path, and of those retransmissions, 14

were lost and re-retransmitted back on the primary path. The RTO value of the primary

path stays relatively low (average is 2.3 seconds) during most of the transfer, because

successful new data transmission on the primary path updates the RTT estimation and

reduces the RTO value (most likely back to the minimum of 1 second). On the other

hand, the alternate path, even with a lower loss rate, maintains an average RTO value of

5.9 seconds – more than double the primary’s. Figure 2.3’s graph for the alternate path

shows that the alternate path’s RTO reduces only three times. In other words, only three

heartbeats are successfully acked and used to measure and improve the alternate path’s

RTT estimate. The graph also shows seven timeouts exponentially increasing the RTO

value of the alternate path.

2.3 Best of Both Worlds

We have demonstrated the tradeoffs between AllRtxAlt and AllRtxSame. All-

RtxSame generally provides better performance, but AllRtxAlt may improve performance

if the alternate path’s loss rate is low enough to overcome the stale RTO problem. The

difficulty in practice is that a sender may or may not have a priori knowledge about the

paths’ conditions. Without such information, the best a sender can do is combine the good

points of both policies. To do so, this author introduced a FrSameRtoAlt policy – a hybrid

of AllRtxAlt and AllRtxSame. FrSameRtoAlt sends (a) fast retransmissions to the same
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destination as their original transmissions, and (b) timeout retransmissions to an alternate

destination. Since timeouts tend to occur more often at higher loss rates, this policy in-

creases the use of the alternate path as the primary path’s loss rate increases. This section

evaluates FrSameRtoAlt against AllRtxAlt and AllRtSame. We will determine whether

FrSameRtoAlt does indeed effectively combine the good points of the other two policies.

2.3.1 Analysis Methodology

Figure 2.4 illustrates the network topology used, which is based on the topology

previously presented in Figure 2.1. But instead of using cross-traffic to induce congestion-

based loss, we introduce uniform loss on these paths (0-10% each way) at the core links.

We realize that the cross-traffic approach used in Figure 2.1 more realistically simulates

Internet traffic, but the simulation execution time for this technique became impractical.

To evaluate if Figure 2.4’s simplified model could still provide meaningful results, we

compared representative simulations using the cross-traffic model from Figure 2.1 and

the simpler uniform loss model from Figure 2.4. Although the absolute results differed

for those examples compared, relative relationships remained consistent – leading to the

same conclusions. We therefore proceeded with the simpler uniform loss model.

The topology in Figure 2.4 maintains the same link bandwidths and delays used

in Figure 2.1. The core links have 10Mbps bandwidth and 25ms one-way delay, and the

edge links have 100Mbps bandwidth and 10ms one-way delay. Thus, the end-to-end RTT

on either path is 90ms, which is a reasonable RTT within the continental US.

We simulate a 4MB file transfer with three input parameters for each simulation:

(1) the primary path’s loss rate, (2) the alternate path’s loss rate, and (3) one of the three

retransmission policies. Each parameter set is simulated with 60 different seeds. We

found 60 seeds to be sufficient for obtaining a 90% confidence interval.
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2.3.2 Results

Figure 2.5 illustrates the results for �
	����������� primary path loss rates. For each

graph in Figure 2.5, the alternate path’s loss rate is varied on the � -axis, ranging from

0-10%. The graphs in Figure 2.5 compare the average transfer time of a 4MB file using

each of the three policies: AllRtxAlt, AllRtxSame, FrSameRtoAlt.

We ensure statistical confidence by calculating the 90% confidence interval with

an acceptable error of 10% of the mean. The 90% confidence intervals are not shown

in the graphs for clarity. These intervals vary for different loss rates and retransmission

policies, but on average the 90% confidence interval is about +/- 2-5 seconds around the

mean. The largest 90% confidence interval is about +/- 13 seconds around the mean; as

expected, larger confidence intervals occurred for higher loss rates and policies that use

the alternate path more often.

Figure 2.5 clearly shows that (obviously) AllRtxSame’s performance is uninflu-

enced by the alternate path’s loss rate or by the stale RTO problem. Following the same

trends observed in Section 2.2.2, the graphs in Figure 2.5 also show that AllRtxAlt may

improve performance when the alternate path’s loss rate is lower than the primary’s, but
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the stale RTO problem dominates performance. First, AllRtxAlt does worse than All-

RtxSame when both paths have the same bandwidth, delay, and loss rate. Second, the

degree to which AllRtxAlt degrades performance is significantly higher than the degree

to which it improves performance. For example, when the primary path loss rate is 5%,

AllRtxAlt improves performance over AllRtxSame by 21% when the alternate path loss

rate is 0%, but degrades performance by more than double (108%) when the alternate

path loss rate is 10%.

FrSameRtoAlt, a hybrid policy, compromises between the advantages and disad-

vantages of AllRtxAlt and AllRtxSame. At low primary path loss rates (e.g., top graph

in Figure 2.5), FrSameRtoAlt and AllRtxSame perform similarly. Most lost TPDUs at

such loss rates are detected by the fast retransmit algorithm, and thus are retransmitted to

the same destination. The relatively few timeouts that occur in these conditions are not

enough to significantly influence the results.

As the primary path loss rate increases, AllRtxSame and FrSameRtoAlt begin to

perform differently. An increase in the number of timeouts causes FrSameRtoAlt to send

more traffic to the alternate destination. As a result, FrSameRtoAlt’s performance de-

pends more on the alternate path’s loss rate. However, since FrSameRtoAlt does not send

fast retransmissions to the alternate destination, the alternate path’s loss rate influences

FrSameRtoAlt’s performance less than AllRtxAlt’s. FrSameRtoAlt’s improvements are

not as great as AllRtxAlt’s, but neither are the degradations. Furthermore, FrSameRtoAlt

improves performance to a greater extent than it degrades performance. For example,

when the primary path loss rate is 8%, FrSameRtoAlt improves performance over All-

RtxSame by 13% when the alternate path loss rate is 0%, but degrades performance by

only 3% when the alternate path loss rate is 10%. To contrast, AllRtxAlt offers a 36%

improvement and 68% degradation under the same conditions.

When loss conditions of paths are unknown a priori, we need to consider overall
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performance. From the results in this section, we conclude that AllRtxAlt is the worst pol-

icy. AllRtxSame and FrSameRtoAlt perform about the same with FrSameRtoAlt offering

a slight advantage when primary path loss rates are high.

2.4 Performance Enhancing Extensions

We now introduce three performance enhancing policy extensions. The motivation

behind these extensions is to determine if the relative relationships between the retrans-

mission policies remain unchanged even after trying to improve each one’s performance.

2.4.1 Heartbeat After RTO (HAR)

When a timeout occurs, the Heartbeat After RTO (HAR) mechanism sends a

heartbeat immediately to the destination on which a timeout occurred. This behavior,

suggested by Randall Stewart, is in addition to the normal data retransmission behavior

(specified by the retransmission policy) that remains unchanged. Since AllRtxSame only

sends timeout retransmissions to the same destination, HAR is not applicable (see Fig-

ure 2.6). The extra heartbeats introduced by HAR try to eliminate the stale RTO problem

of AllRtxAlt and FrSameRtoAlt. With HAR, a sender updates an alternate destination’s

RTT estimate more frequently, thus resulting in a better RTT estimate on which to base

the RTO value, at the expense of extra traffic.

For example, suppose a TPDU is lost in transit to the primary destination, and

later gets retransmitted to an alternate destination. Also suppose that the retransmission

times out. The lost TPDU is retransmitted again to yet another alternate destination (if

one exists; otherwise, the primary). More importantly, a heartbeat is also sent to the alter-

nate destination which timed out. If the heartbeat is successfully acked, that destination

acquires an additional RTT measurement to undo the exponentially backed off RTO.
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2.4.2 Timestamps (TS)

The timestamp (TS) mechanism is similar to TCP’s timestamp mechanism. By

including timestamps in each TPDU, all retransmission ambiguity is resolved. That is,

the sender can always determine which transmission (original or retransmission) an ack

belongs to. Thus, Karn’s algorithm can be eliminated, and successful retransmissions can

be used to update a sender’s RTT estimate, and in turn facilitate a more accurate RTO

value. Using a timestamp mechanism in a multihomed transport protocol (introduced by

this author) is especially useful in alleviating the stale RTO problem of AllRtxAlt and

FrSameRtoAlt, but at the expense of a 12 byte overhead in each TPDU.

Note that this extension’s motivation is to evaluate how much performance can be

improved by eliminating the retransmission ambiguity problem. One alternative solution,

incurring less TPDU overhead, may be to use flag(s) in the data and sack headers to signal

whether the data/sack is for an original transmission or retransmission.

2.4.3 Multiple Fast Retransmit (MFR)

In TCP and the current SCTP specification, a TPDU is “fast retransmitted” after

a sender receives a specified number of missing reports (known as duplicate acks, or du-

packs for short, in TCP terminology). Currently, however, a TPDU can be fast retransmit-

ted only once. The Multiple Fast Retransmit (MFR) algorithm, introduced by this author,

introduces extra state at the sender to allow lost fast retransmissions, in some cases, to

be fast retransmitted again instead of incurring a timeout. For example, suppose a sender

has a window of data in flight to the receiver, and TPDU � is lost. Data successfully

received at the receiver are sacked, and any sacks for TPDUs sent after � serve as missing

reports for TPDU � . When the sender receives four such missing reports, the standard

fast retransmit algorithm is triggered and TPDU � is retransmitted.2 At this point, MFR

state stores the highest TPDU currently outstanding, � . This way, if the retransmission of

3 SCTP [105] requires four missing reports to trigger a fast retransmit, whereas TCP
requires only three analogous dupacks [11].
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� is also lost, the sender can detect the loss with another four missing reports. Only sacks

for TPDUs greater than � can serve as missing reports for another fast retransmission,

because the sacks up to � were already in flight when � was fast retransmitted the first

time.

MFR applies to AllRtxSame and FrSameRtoAlt. Since AllRtxAlt sends fast re-

transmissions to an alternate path, MFR could cause spurious fast retransmissions when

path delays are different. For example, imagine a fast retransmission scenario where the

primary path’s RTT is shorter than the alternate path’s. After a fast retransmission is sent

on the alternate path, new data sent on the primary path may arrive at the receiver first. If

so, the receiver uses sacks to convey this reordering to the sender. However, the sender’s

MFR algorithm will mistakenly interpret the reordering as loss of the fast retransmitted

data, and incorrectly trigger another fast retransmission of the same data.

Although MFR can prevent some timeouts, it does not provide additional RTT

samples for alternate destinations, and thus inevitable timeouts continue to suffer from

the stale RTO problem. MFR may be combined with HAR or timestamps to address stale

RTOs. Figure 2.6 illustrates all ten policy-extension combinations.

99999FrSameRtoAlt
999AllRtxSame

99AllRtxAlt

MFR 
+    

TS

MFR 
+ 

HAR
MFRTSHAR

Rtx 
Policy

Policy Extension(s)

Figure 2.6: Possible policy-extension combinations
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2.4.4 Performance Evaluation

This section independently examines each policy, with its possible extensions. We

determine which extension(s) provides the best improvement to each policy. For our

evaluation, we use the methodology presented in Section 2.3.1.

2.4.4.1 AllRtxAlt’s Extensions

Figure 2.7 presents the results for AllRtxAlt and its extensions with �
	�����������
primary path loss rates. As the graphs show, both HAR and TS drastically improve All-

RtxAlt’s performance. HAR improves performance by as much as 38%, 43%, and 45%

for primary path loss rates of 3%, 5%, and 8%, respectively. TS improves performance

by slightly larger margins – as much as 45%, 51%, and 50%.

Both HAR and TS provide more RTT measurements of the alternate destination

and reduce the occurrence of stale RTOs. Since HAR is a reactive mechanism that only

obtains an extra measurement when timeouts occur, TS has an advantage over HAR. TS is

proactive and offers more opportunities to measure the alternate path’s RTT. Although TS

adds a 12-byte overhead into each TPDU, the overhead does not significantly adversely

impact performance. We conclude TS is the better extension for AllRtxAlt.

2.4.4.2 AllRtxSame’s Extensions

Figure 2.8 presents the results for AllRtxSame and its extensions. Since All-

RtxSame’s performance is independent of the alternate path’s conditions, we plot all the

results in a single graph with the primary path’s loss rate on the � -axis.

The graph shows that MFR is able to avoid timeouts and increase AllRtxSame’s

performance. For example, MFR improves AllRtxSame’s performance by 8%, 10%, and

11% under 3%, 5%, and 8% primary path loss rates. TS only improves performance when

the primary path’s loss rate is high. For example, including TS improves performance by
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6-8% when the primary path’s loss rate is 8%, but provides no benefit at 3% and 5%

primary path loss. At high loss rates, timeouts may occur frequently enough that no RTT

measurement is obtained between timeouts. Thus, TS improves performance by allowing

a successful timeout retransmission to be used for measuring the RTT, which in turn

decreases the exponentially backed-off RTO. Combining MFR and TS provides the best

performance for AllRtxSame.

2.4.4.3 FrSameRtoAlt’s Extensions

FrSameRtoAlt qualifies for five extension combinations, three of which include

MFR. Figure 2.9 shows that individually, MFR provides greater improvement than either

HAR or TS. Using HAR or TS alone, at best, provides 2%, 5%, and 9% improvement at

3%, 5%, and 8% primary path loss, respectively. MFR alone, on the other hand, improves

performance by as much as 10%, 16%, and 14%. MFR’s ability to avoid some timeouts

has dramatic effects on FrSameRtoAlt’s performance, because the stale RTO problem on

the alternate path is also avoided.
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Combining HAR or TS with MFR in general provides no added improvement;

some marginal improvement occurs when the loss rate is high on the primary and alternate

paths. For example, with 8% primary path loss and 10% alternate path loss, MFR+HAR

and MFR+TS perform similarly and provide an additional 4-5% improvement over MFR

alone. Thus, FrSameRtoAlt performs best when combined with either MFR+HAR or

MFR+TS. However, we recommend that MFR+TS be used, since TS (or any mechanism

that eliminates the retransmission ambiguity) has other orthogonal uses that can improve

performance, such as the Eifel algorithm [74, 78].

2.5 Non-Failure Scenarios

This section revisits our performance comparison of the three policies in non-

failure scenarios (done in Sections 2.2 and 2.3), but this time each policy is combined with

our recommended extension(s): AllRtxAlt+TS, AllRtxSame+MFR+TS, and FrSameR-

toAlt+MFR+TS. First, we evaluate their performance with symmetric path delays (i.e.,

both the primary and alternate paths have equal RTTs. Then, we assess the influence of

the alternate path’s delay in asymmetric trials. Finally, we consider three paths to deter-

mine if relative performance of the retransmission policies is influenced by the degree of

multihoming. For readability throughout the remainder of this chapter, we refer to All-

RtxAlt+TS, AllRtxSame+MFR+TS, and FrSameRtoAlt+MFR+TS as simply AllRtxAlt,

AllRtxSame, and FrSameRtoAlt, respectively.

2.5.1 Analysis Methodology

We again use the methodology presented in Section 2.3.1 for our evaluation, but in

this section we investigate alternate path RTTs. The primary path remains unchanged (see

Figure 2.10). However, the alternate path’s core link has three possible one-way delays:

25ms, 85ms, and 500ms (i.e., end-to-end RTTs of 90ms, 210ms, and 1040ms). These

values sample reasonable RTTs experienced on the Internet. Although 1040ms may seem
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large, flows passing through cellular networks often experience RTTs as high as 1 or more

seconds [55, 59, 66].
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Figure 2.10: Simulation network topology with random loss, 90ms primary path RTT,
and �
�������������%��������� ms alternate path RTT

Note that we do not simulate different link bandwidths. Lowering the alternate

path’s bandwidth simply increases the RTT, which we already independently control.

Thus, the bandwidths remain constant in all our simulations.

2.5.2 Symmetric Path Delays

Figure 2.11 illustrates the results for �
	����������� primary path loss rates, a 90ms

primary path RTT, and a 90ms alternate path RTT. Our first observation is that the exten-

sions reduced the performance gap between the three retransmission policies (compare

Figure 2.11 with Figure 2.5). For 3% primary path loss, the three policies perform rela-

tively the same (less than 5% difference) for 0-4% alternate path loss. Higher alternate

path loss rates cause AllRtxAlt to degrade performance by as much as 20%, while the

results for AllRtxSame and FrSameRtoAlt remain unchanged.
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When the primary path loss rate is 5%, AllRtxSame and FrSameRtoAlt again

perform similarly. AllRtxAlt, on the other hand, improves performance by as much as

10% and degrades performance by as much as 14%, depending on the alternate path’s

loss rate (generally an unknown metric). Comparing this relatively low degradation to the

degradation of 108% presented in Section 2.3.2 for the same network conditions, the stale

RTO problem seems to have been completely eliminated.

The results for 8% primary path loss further confirm this observation. AllRtxAlt

and FrSameRtoAlt outperform AllRtxSame across nearly all alternate path loss rates, and

do about the same (within 2% of each other) when that alternate path loss rate is higher

than 8%.

Overall, the results in Figure 2.11 do not present a decisive argument for a partic-

ular best policy. FrSameRtoAlt outperforms AllRtxSame, but deciding between AllRtx-

Alt and FrSameRtoAlt is not straightforward. FrSameRtoAlt provides only conservative

gains, but does not degrade performance at all. AllRtxAlt may provide more significant

gains, but risks the potential of degradation of the same magnitude.

2.5.3 Asymmetric Path Delays

We find that increasing the alternate path’s RTT to slightly more than double

(210ms) does not significantly affect performance. Although the results are not shown,

the graphs are similar to those in Figure 2.11. Hence, we push the limits further and

present in Figure 2.12 the performance when the alternate path’s RTT is more than ten

times longer than the primary.

The most obvious result is that AllRtxAlt’s heavy use of the alternate path signif-

icantly degrades performance when the alternate path delay is large (no surprise). All-

RtxSame’s performance remains unchanged, as expected. FrSameRtoAlt’s results, how-

ever, prove interesting. At 3% primary path loss, few timeouts occur. Hence, the alternate

path is rarely used and FrSameRtoAlt’s results remain unchanged. With a 5% and 8% pri-

mary path loss rate, FrSameRtoAlt degrades performance compared to AllRtxSame, but
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given the large difference in path delays, this degradation is minor. The alternate path’s

delay is more than ten times that of the primary, but in the worst case, FrSameRtoAlt

degrades performance by only 9% and 24% for primary path loss rates of 5% and 8%,

respectively.

Therefore, if the alternate path delay is known to be an order of magnitude longer

than the primary’s, we suggest using AllRtxSame. Otherwise, the conclusions from Sec-

tion 2.5.2 remain.

2.5.4 Three Paths

To determine if our conclusions hold when the number of paths between the end-

points increases, we add an additional alternate path to the topology in Figure 2.10. We

configure both alternate paths to have the same properties (bandwidths, delays, and loss

rates) as each other. Otherwise, the number of simulation parameters would quickly be-

come unmanageable. The results (not shown) are similar to those for two paths. That is,

the relationships between the policies remain the same. We expect that the trends will

remain the same for configurations with more than three paths between endpoints.

2.6 Failure Scenarios

We again evaluate the performance of the three policies with their best performing

extension(s), this time focusing on failure scenarios, an important criteria in the overall

evaluation. After all, a key motivation for supporting multihoming at the transport layer

is improved failure resilience. Hence, a multihomed transport layer should use a retrans-

mission policy that performs well when the primary destination becomes unreachable.

2.6.1 Failover Algorithm

Each endpoint uses both implicit and explicit probes to dynamically maintain

knowledge about the reachability of its peer’s IP addresses. Transmitted data serve as

implicit probes to a destination (generally, the primary destination), while explicit probes,
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called heartbeats, periodically test reachability and measure the RTT of idle destinations.

Each timeout (for data or heartbeats) on a particular destination increments an error count

for that destination. The error count per destination is cleared whenever data or a heart-

beat sent to that destination is acked. A destination is marked as failed when its error

count exceeds the failover threshold (called Path.Max.Retrans in SCTP).

If the primary destination fails, the sender fails over to an alternate destination

address, and continues probing the primary destination with heartbeats. Failover is tem-

porary in that a sender resumes sending new data to the primary destination if and when

a future probe to the primary destination is successfully acked. If more than one alternate

destination address exists, RFC2960 leaves the alternate destination selection method un-

specified. We assume a round-robin selection method.

RFC2960 recommends default settings of: minimum RTO  �� s, maximum RTO

 �"�� s, and Path.Max.Retrans (PMR)  � . Using these defaults, the first timeout towards

failure detection takes 1s in the best case. Then, the exponential back-off procedure

doubles the RTO on each subsequent timeout towards failure detection. With PMR  � ,
six consecutive timeouts are needed to detect failure, taking at least �k�����������u����"��
	��� �"�	 s. In the worst case, the first timeout takes the maximum of 60s, and the failure

detection time requires "5��"��� �	�"�� s.

2.6.2 Analysis Methodology

We use the same methodology described in Section 2.3.1, but in this section we

introduce failure scenarios. The topology in Figure 2.13 shows that the both paths have the

same characteristics, except that some time during the file transfer, the primary path’s core

link experiences a bi-directional failure. We simulate a link breakage between the routers

on the core path at two different times. The first set of failure experiments experience the

link breakage at time  �� s into the transfer. With 0% loss on the primary path, roughly

half of the 4MB file transfer is complete by this time. The second set’s link breakage

occurs at time  �"��z� s into the transfer, diabolically chosen to occur during the last RTT
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of the 4MB file transfer when the primary path’s loss rate is 0%. In both failure scenarios,

the link remains down until the end of the simulation.

0 – 10 % loss

Sender Receiver
R

R

R

R

100Mbps 

10ms

100Mbps10ms

100Mbps

10ms

10Mbps, 25 ms
0 – 10 % loss

10Mbps, 25 ms

A 100Mbps 10ms

B

Alternate

Primary

Figure 2.13: Simulation network topology with random loss, equal delays, and primary
path failure

2.6.3 Results

To gauge the performance during failure scenarios, we not only measure the file

transfer time, we also consider the timeliness of data. File transfer in a failure scenario

can be divided into three periods: (1) before failure, (2) during failure detection, (3) after

failover. The first period has been covered in Section 2.5.

The second period, failure detection, is important for both file transfer time and

data timeliness. Fast failover time improves file transfer time, because the sender is able

to resume “normal” transmission on an alternate path more quickly. As expected, we find

that the failure detection time is similar for the three retransmission policies.

The retransmission policy affects timeliness of data in that it determines whether

a transfer is stalled during the failure detection process. AllRtxSame delivers no data to

the peer until the entire failure detection process completes and failover occurs. For ex-

ample, with 0% primary path loss, the sender has 30 lost data TPDUs outstanding when
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failure occurs in our first failure scenario (link breakage at time  #� s). AllRtxAlt and Fr-

SameRtoAlt successfully retransmit these 30 TPDUs after the first timeout in the failure

detection process, thus delaying them by only 1s (or whatever the primary path’s RTO is

at that point). Furthermore, during each subsequent timeout that contributes to failure de-

tection, the sender successfully retransmits one TPDU to the alternate destination. On the

other hand, with AllRtxSame the sender successfully retransmits the initial 30 lost TPDUs

only after the failure detection completes, delaying them by at least 63s! While perhaps

not an issue for a file transfer, as being simulated in our experiments, this delay may be

unacceptable to applications requiring timely or consistent rate-based data delivery.

During the third period, the sender has only one available path for transmission in

our simulations. (The results in Section 2.5 apply to scenarios where more than one path

are available during the third period.) Figure 2.14 presents the final transfer times for fail-

ure at time  �� s. As the graphs show, the primary path’s loss rate has minimal influence

on the file transfer time. Comparing these results with those in Figure 2.11 suggests that

the third period has heaviest influence on file transfer time. Since failure occurs relatively

early in the file transfer, the remaining portion of the transfer is large enough that its sole

use of the alternate path is the most influential factor on file transfer time. Even the poli-

cies themselves do not provide much difference (at most 9%) in performance. Since there

is only one available path in the third period, all three retransmission policies perform

similarly, differing only by the extensions used.

As a worst case example, the file transfer times for 0% primary path loss and

failure at time  �"��$� s are shown in Figure 2.15. Since this failure scenario has a link

breakage in the last RTT of the data transfer, the second period (i.e., failure detection)

is the most influential factor on file transfer time. Figure 2.15 shows that AllRtxSame’s

transfer stalls during failure detection has drastic effects on the results. The file transfer

with AllRtxSame requires complete failure detection and takes about 70s to complete,
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Figure 2.14: AllRtxAlt+TS, AllRtxSame+MFR+TS, and FrSameRtoAlt+MFR+TS with
primary path failure at time  #� s
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whereas it only takes about 8-18s (depending on the alternate path’s loss rate) with All-

RtxAlt and FrSameRtoAlt. The reason is that AllRtxSame is unable to complete the

transfer until after failover occurs, but AllRtxAlt and FrSameRtoAlt are able to finish the

transfer during failure detection. Note that this example indeed represents a worst case

situation for AllRtxSame, and was diabolically conceived.
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Figure 2.15: AllRtxAlt+TS, AllRtxSame+MFR+TS, and FrSameRtoAlt+MFR+TS with
primary path failure at time  �"��z� s

In summary, all three policies provide similar throughput performance for large

transfers during failure scenarios. However, AllRtxSame’s transfer stalls during failure

detection degrades performance if the failure coincidentally occurs near the end of the

transfer and/or data timeliness is important. Hence, AllRtxAlt and FrSameRtoAlt are

recommended for failure scenarios.

2.7 Conclusion

We have evaluated three retransmission policies for multihomed transport proto-

cols, using SCTP to demonstrate the concepts. Without a priori knowledge about the

available paths, a sender cannot have a static policy that decides where to retransmit lost
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data and expect to guarantee the best performance. Through simulation, we have mea-

sured and demonstrated the tradeoffs of three policies in non-failure and failure condi-

tions. Our results show that the retransmission policy which best balances the tradeoffs

is this author’s hybrid policy: (1) send fast retransmissions to the same peer IP address

as the original transmission, and (2) send timeout retransmissions to an alternate peer

IP address.3 We have shown that this hybrid policy performs best when combined with

two enhancements: our Multiple Fast Retransmit algorithm, and either timestamps or

our Heartbeat After RTO mechanism. The Multiple Fast Retransmit algorithm reduces

the number of timeouts. Timestamps and the Heartbeat After RTO mechanism both im-

prove performance when timeouts are common by providing extra RTT measurements

and maintaining low RTO values – an important feature for alternate paths that are mostly

idle.

�
This policy has been proposed to the IETF as a change to SCTP [101].
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Chapter 3

FAILOVER THRESHOLDS

3.1 Introduction

SCTP has a tunable failover threshold that RFC2960 recommends should be set

to a conservative value of six consecutive timeouts, which translates to a failure detection

time of at least 63 seconds – unacceptable for many applications. In this chapter, we mea-

sure the tradeoff between more aggressive failover (i.e., lower thresholds) and spurious

failovers. Lower thresholds provide faster failure detection when failure has occurred, but

cause spurious failovers in non-failure lossy conditions. However, we surprisingly find

that spurious failovers do not degrade performance, and often actually improve goodput

regardless of the paths’ characteristics (bandwidth, delay, and loss rate).

Currently, traffic migrates back to the primary path when the primary path recovers

(i.e., failovers are temporary). This temporary nature throttles the sending rate, because

upon returning to using the primary path, the sender must enter slow start with a cwnd

of one MTU. To avoid this slowdown, this author introduces the concept of permanent

failovers in multihoming protocols, where a sender makes the failover permanent if the

primary path does not respond within some threshold amount of time. We find that per-

manent failovers can improve performance when a sender has estimates of each path’s

RTT and loss rate to make an informed decision. In the case a sender does not have such

information, we recommend that permanent failovers not be used.

Section 3.2 describes SCTP’s current failover mechanism. Section 3.3 presents the

tradeoffs between more aggressive failover and spurious failovers. Section 3.4 introduces
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and evaluates a modified failover mechanism that allows failovers to become permanent.

We conclude the chapter in Section 3.5.

3.2 Formal Specification of SCTP’s Failover Mechanism

Section 2.6.1 presented the details of the failover algorithm, but here we present

its formal specification, as shown in Figure 3.1 for � destinations. The association begins

in Phase I, where destination �s� is the primary destination, �s� is in the active state, and

all new data are sent to �s� . When �.� fails, “failover” occurs and the association moves

into Phase II.

Di primary
Di active
new Di

Phase I
Di primary
Di failed
new Dj

Phase IIDi’s PMR exceeded

Di responds

Dj’s PMR exceeded

[ j = ( j+1 ) % n ]

[ i = 0 ],
[ j = 1 ]

Figure 3.1: FSM for current failover mechanism

In Phase II, �.� remains the primary destination, but in a failed state. All new

data are redirected to an alternate destination, �9� . If more than one alternate destination

address exists, RFC2960 leaves the alternate destination selection method unspecified. In

this work, we assume a round-robin selection method. If ��� ’s error count should exceed

PMR, a failover occurs to yet another alternate destination and the association stays in

Phase II.

While in Phase II, the sender explicitly probes the primary destination, �b� , with

periodic heartbeats. If �.� ever responds (i.e., recovers), failover is cancelled and the

association returns to Phase I.
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3.3 Reducing PMR

Reducing PMR decreases failure detection time, but increases the possibility of

spurious failover, where a sender concludes a failure has occurred (when in fact timeouts

were due to congestion). In this section, we measure the tradeoff between lower PMR

settings and spurious failovers. The goal is to determine how much failure detection time

can be improved without having detrimental effects on goodput.

3.3.1 Methodology

We evaluate different PMR settings using the University of Delaware’s SCTP

module [33] for the ns-2 network simulator [19] (see Chapter 5). Figure 3.2 illustrates

the network topology. The multihomed sender, ) , has two paths (labeled Primary and

Alternate) to the multihomed receiver, * . The primary path’s core link has a 10Mbps

bandwidth and a 25ms one-way delay. The alternate path’s core link has a 10Mbps band-

width and one-way delays of 25ms, 85ms, and 500ms. Each router, � , is attached to a

dual-homed node ( ) or * ) via an edge link with 100Mbps bandwidth and 10ms one-way

delay.

0 – 10 % loss

Sender Receiver
R

R

R

R

100Mbps 

10ms

100Mbps10ms

100Mbps

10ms

10Mbps, 25 ms
0 – 10 % loss

10Mbps, {25,85,500} ms

A 100Mbps 10ms

B

Alternate

Primary

Figure 3.2: Simulation network topology
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The end-to-end RTTs are 90ms, 210ms, and 1040ms, which sample reasonable

delays on the Internet today. An RTT of 1040ms may seem large, but as state in Sec-

tion 2.5.1, flows passing through cellular networks often experience RTTs as high as 1

or more seconds [55, 59, 66]. In any case, the delays are selected to demonstrate relative

performance, and we believe our results and conclusions are independent of the actual

bandwidth and delay configurations.

Note that we do not simulate different link bandwidths. Reducing the alternate

path’s bandwidth simply increases the RTT, which we already independently control.

We introduce uniform loss on these paths (0-10% each way) at the core links.

Again, we realize that using cross-traffic to cause congestion would more realistically

simulate loss, but we found the simulation time for such a technique became impractical.

On the other hand, uniform loss is a simple, yet sufficient model to provide insight about

the effectiveness of different PMR settings accurately detecting failure. To evaluate if

Figure 3.2’s loss model was reasonable, we compared representative simulations using a

cross-traffic model, shown in Figure 2.1, to produce self-similar, bursty traffic. Although

the absolute results differed for those examples compared, relative relationships remained

consistent – leading to the same conclusions. We therefore proceeded with the simpler

uniform loss model.

In our simulations, the sender uses a different retransmission policy than specified

in RFC2960. Instead, the sender transmits using this author’s hybrid policy, FrSameR-

toAlt, which was shown in Chapter 2 to perform better for roughly asymmetric path delays

(i.e., no path delay is more than double of another). In our simulations, this author’s Mul-

tiple Fast Retransmit algorithm (see Section 2.4.3) is also used to reduce the number of

timeouts.

To observe long term averages, we simulate 80MB file transfers with PMR  
�
���%��������	��(�M���� . In this study, no link or interface failures are introduced; hence, all

failovers that do occur are spurious. Each simulation has four parameters:
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1. primary path’s loss rate

2. alternate path’s loss rate

3. alternate path’s core link delay

4. PMR setting

3.3.2 Spurious Failovers

Figure 3.3 plots, for each PMR setting, the fraction of 80MB file transfers that

experience at least one spurious failover at primary path loss rates 0-10%. The graph

aggregates all alternate path loss rates for each particular primary path loss rate.
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Figure 3.3: Fraction of transfers with spurious failovers

Since PMR  �� triggers a failover on a single timeout, this setting provides little

robustness against spurious failovers at loss rates greater than 1%. At the other extreme,

PMR  � experiences nearly no spurious failovers at loss rates less than 8%. As PMR

increases from 0-5, the corresponding curves shift to the right by a loss rate of about

2%. This trend implies a simple linear relationship between the PMR setting and the

robustness against spurious failovers. However, the slopes of the curves slowly flatten as
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Figure 3.4: CDF of the number of spurious failovers for primary path loss rates 2-10%

the PMR increases, which argues that the robustness increases by more than a constant

for each PMR setting.

The frequency of spurious failovers is also important when considering the robust-

ness of various PMR settings. Figure 3.4 plots the cumulative distribution function (CDF)

of the number of spurious failovers for primary path loss rates 2-10%. The CDFs for 1%

primary path loss rate are omitted, because PMR  ��&��������	��(������ experience no spurious

failovers, and PMR  �� experiences spurious failovers in only 5% of the transfers. Again,

each graph in Figure 3.4 aggregates all alternate path loss rates for each primary path loss

rate.

At a 2% primary path loss rate, 53% of transfers with PMR  �� experience no
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spurious failovers, and 84% of transfers spuriously failover at most once. When the loss

rate increases to 3%, less than 1% of transfers with PMR  �� experience no spurious

failovers. Then with 4% loss, only 1% of transfers experience less than ten spurious

failovers.

As expected, PMR  �� is more robust against spurious failovers than PMR  �� .
At 3% loss, 91% of the transfers do not spuriously failover. Furthermore, at 4% loss,

57% of the transfers are free of spurious failovers, and no transfers experience more than

four failovers. When the loss rate is 8%, less than 1% of transfers observe less than ten

spurious failovers.

This trend continues for PMR  ������	��(�M���� . More than 25% of the transfers

observe spurious failovers at �
"��(����������� loss for PMR  �������	��6��� . With PMR  � , only

3% and 6% of transfers have spurious failovers at 9% and 10% loss, respectively.

To conclude, determining which failover threshold is “robust enough” largely de-

pends on the networking environment. For example, Zhang et al. [116] use end-to-end

Internet measurements to report that 84% of their traces experienced less than a 1% loss

rate (i.e., essentially “lossless”), and 15% of their traces had loss rates of 1-10% (with an

average of 4%). Thus, to be completely robust against spurious failovers on 99% of In-

ternet paths, PMR should be set to 6 (even PMR  � spuriously fails over 6% of the time

at 10% loss), but that translates to a failover time of 123 seconds! However, we conclude

that PMR  �	 is robust enough for the Internet. This setting translates to a 15 second

failover time, and is robust for all “lossless” paths and the average “lossy” path.

3.3.3 Symmetric Path Delays

While the frequency of spurious failovers is important in providing intuition about

overall behavior, of greater importance is how these spurious failovers affect performance.

We collected results for 0-10% loss on the primary and alternate paths, but we do not

include all results. Figure 3.5 plots the average 80MB file transfer time for �
	�����������������
primary path loss, a 90ms primary path RTT, and a 90ms alternate path RTT. Each graph
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has a fixed primary path loss rate, and varies the alternate path loss rate on the � -axis from

0-10%.

Counter to our intuition, we observe that the PMR setting has little effect on the

goodput for primary path loss rates less than 8%. Above 8%, the results show that lower

(!) PMR settings begin to improve performance, with PMR  � providing the most

improvement. That is, surprisingly, being more aggressive with failover often provides

improved performance, even when the alternate path loss rate is higher than that of the

primary path. For example, reducing the PMR from 5 to 0 improves the performance by

4% when the primary and alternate path loss rates are 8% and 10%, respectively. These

counter-intuitive results will be explained later in Section 3.3.7.

3.3.4 Asymmetric Path Delays

We are also surprised to find that being aggressive with failover does not change

with asymmetric path delays. We expected lower PMR settings to perform relatively

worse when the alternate path has a larger RTT than the primary path. However, we find

that the results remain nearly constant regardless of the alternate path delay. Figure 3.6

plots the results for �
	����������������� primary path loss, a 90ms primary path RTT, and a

1040ms alternate path RTT. Comparing these results with those in Figure 3.5 shows that

the alternate path’s longer RTT does not affect the performance. Even when the alternate

path’s RTT is more than ten times longer than the primary path’s, PMR  �� outperforms

other PMR settings. Again, these results were unexpected, and will be explained in Sec-

tion 3.3.7.

3.3.5 Three Paths

To determine if our conclusions hold when the number of paths between the end-

points increases, we add an additional alternate path to the topology in Figure 3.2. We

configure both alternate paths to have the same properties (bandwidths, delays, and loss

rates) as each other. Again, we want to avoid an unmanageable number of simulation
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Figure 3.5: PMR evaluation: 90ms primary path RTT and 90ms alternate path RTT
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Figure 3.6: PMR evaluation: 90ms primary path RTT and 1040ms alternate path RTT
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parameters. The results (not shown) are consistent with those for two paths. That is,

the relationships between the different PMR settings remain the same. We expect that

the trends will remain the same for configurations with more than three paths between

endpoints.

3.3.6 Dormant State Behavior

As the finite state machine in Figure 3.1 shows, if a sender fails over to an alternate

destination that in turn fails, the sender will failover to yet another alternate destination.

If needed, the sender continues to failover to other alternate destinations until all alternate

destinations are exhausted. When all destinations have failed, the association enters the

dormant state [104] (not represented in Figure 3.1).

RFC2960 does not specify dormant state behavior. Implementations are provided

the freedom of choosing what action a sender takes when all destinations fail. The as-

sociation leaves the dormant state when one of the destinations (primary or alternate)

responds. Otherwise, the association is aborted when the association exceeds the As-

sociation.Max.Retrans threshold, which is an SCTP parameter to limit the number of

consecutive timeouts across all destinations.

In the current SCTP is specification, dormant state behavior is considered unim-

portant, because high PMR settings make the dormant state unlikely. However, if PMR

is lowered to 0, as our results thus far argue should be done, entering the dormant state

becomes more likely. Thus, this author has identified three different dormant state behav-

iors to evaluate how they might impact performance: (1) Dormant LastDest, (2) Dormant

Primary, and (3) Dormant Hop.

The Dormant LastDest behavior dictates that when the dormant state is entered,

the sender continues sending new data to whichever destination was last used in Phase II.

The other destinations still are periodically probed in the background with heartbeats. If

the primary destination replies, the dormant state is exited, and the association returns to
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Phase I (permanent failover will be introduced in Section 3.4). If an alternate destination

replies, the association returns to Phase II with the destination that replied as ��� .
The Dormant Primary behavior differs only slightly from the Dormant LastDest

behavior. Instead of continually sending new data to whichever destination was last used

in Phase II, the sender continually sends new data to the primary destination.

The Dormant Hop behavior, shown in Figure 3.7, attempts to be more aggressive

in finding an active destination. While in the dormant state, the sender transmits new data

to a different destination after each timeout. The sender cycles through all the destinations

in a round-robin fashion until either a destination responds, or the association aborts.

[ i = 0 ],
[ j = 1 ] Di primary

Di active
new Di

Phase I
Di primary
Di failed
new Dj

Phase IIDi’s PMR exceeded

Di responds

Dj’s PMR exceeded & j≠n

[ j = ( j+1 ) % n ]
Phase IIIDj’s PMR exceeded & j=n

Di responds

[ j = ( j+1 ) % n ]

Di primary
all dests failed

new Dj

Timeout on Dj 

[ j = ( j+1 ) % n ]

Dj responds & j≠i

Figure 3.7: FSM with Dormant Hop behavior

The results in Sections 3.3.2 through 3.3.5 use the Dormant Hop behavior, but

we also evaluate the performance of the other two dormant state behaviors. We find that

dormant state behavior does not affect goodput, and the trend reported in those sections

remains consistent for all dormant state behaviors (results not shown).

3.3.7 Explaining the Results

Our results document that aggressive failover settings (in particular, PMR  �� )
improve performance regardless of the path loss rates, path delays, and/or dormant state
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behavior – a result counter to our intuition. We spent considerable time investigating this

surprising conclusion, which we now explain.

The underlying advantage of aggressive failover is that an association spends less

time stalled during failure detection. With PMR  !� for example, a single timeout moves

new data transmission to the alternate path while the primary destination is probed with

heartbeats. The primary destination may respond on the first probe, or it may not respond

for a long time. In either case, data transmission continues on the alternate path, and

migrates back to the primary path if and when the primary destination responds. Less

aggressive failover settings (e.g., PMR  � ) cause a sender to wait longer before sending

new data to the primary destination; in the meantime, essentially no useful communica-

tion takes place. Therefore, even if the alternate path has a higher loss rate and/or longer

RTT, the sender always has the potential to gain (without risking doing worse) by failing

over sooner.

The remainder of this section presents four detailed timeout scenarios (shown in

Figure 3.8) for PMR  ��
������� to demonstrate the merits of more aggressive failover. They

all begin with TSN 1 (i.e., TPDU 1) being lost in transit to the primary destination and

subsequently timing out. For PMR  �� , the sender immediately fails over, retransmits

TSN 1 to the alternate destination, and sends a heartbeat to the primary destination. For

PMR  �� , the sender retransmits TSN 1 to the alternate destination and sends TSN 2 to

the primary destination. We compare the behavior of these two PMR settings by following

the details of four (of many) possible scenarios beyond this point.

3.3.7.1 Scenario 1

The first TPDU sent to the primary destination and the first TPDU sent to the

alternate destination following TSN 1’s timeout are both delivered successfully.
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Å PMR = 0 The failover is cancelled when the heartbeat is acked. Although the

figure shows both TSN 1 and the heartbeat are acked at the same time, it is a race

condition. If the heartbeat gets acked first (as shown in Figure 3.8’s Scenario 1),

then TSN 2 is sent on the primary and normal data transfer continues from this

point. If TSN 1 gets acked first (not shown), then TSNs 2-3 are sent to the alternate

destination, TSN 4 is sent to the primary destination when the heartbeat is acked,

and normal data transfer continues to the primary destination.Å PMR = 1 As both TSN 1 and 2 are sent at about the same time, again a race

condition occurs. If TSN 1 arrives at the receiver first, the receiver’s delayed ack

algorithm causes a single cumulative ack (denoted SACK 2) to be generated for

both TSN 1 and 2 (as shown in Figure 3.8). When this ack arrives, TSNs 3-4 are

sent to the primary destination and normal data transfer continues to the primary

destination. If TSN 2 arrives at the receiver first, the receiver generates two acks

(not shown). The first selectively acks TSN 2 with a missing report for TSN 1, and

the second cumulatively acks TSN 2. Upon receiving the first, the sender sends

TSN 3 to the primary destination and normal data transfer continues to the primary

destination.

This scenario presents a case where both PMR settings perform roughly similar in

our experiments. Let � ÆÇÆ - and � ÆÈÆ 3 be the primary path’s RTT and the alternate path’s

RTT, respectively. If � ÆÇÆ -ÊÉ�� ÆÈÆ 3 (as is the case in our experiments), then PMR  ��
has a marginal advantage in that it sends one more TPDU than PMR  �� .

On the other hand, if � ÆÈÆ -ÌË�� ÆÇÆ 3 (not shown in Figure 3.8 and not the case

in our experiments), then PMR  � gets ahead of PMR  �� in the overall transfer. The

amount by which PMR  � gets ahead depends on the ratio of the two paths’ RTTs.

However, since � ÆÈÆ -ÍÉ�� ÆÈÆ 3 in our experiments, we omit detailed analysis of PMR

 �� ’s performance gain when � ÆÈÆ -ÎË�� ÆÈÆ 3 .
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3.3.7.2 Scenario 2

The first TPDU sent to the primary destination following TSN 1’s timeout is suc-

cessfully delivered, and the first TPDU sent to the alternate destination is lost.Å PMR = 0 The failover is cancelled when the heartbeat is acked. TSN 2 is sent

to the primary destination. When TSN 2 is selectively acked, TSN 3 is then sent

to the primary destination. The sender continues sending one TPDU at a time to

the primary destination until TSN 1’s retransmission times out. TSN 1 is then re-

retransmitted to the primary destination and normal data transfer continues to the

primary destination.Å PMR = 1 When TSN 2 is selectively acked, TSN 3 is sent to the primary desti-

nation, and when it is selectively acked, TSN 4 is sent to the primary destination.

The sender continues sending one TPDU at a time to the primary destination until

TSN 1’s retransmission times out. TSN 1 is then re-retransmitted to the primary

destination and normal data transfer continues to the primary destination.

Again, both PMR settings perform roughly similar. PMR  �� has only a marginal

advantage in that it sends one more TPDU than PMR  � . This scenario shows that loss

on the alternate path alone has little effect on the performance gap between PMR settings.

3.3.7.3 Scenario 3

The first TPDU sent to the primary destination following TSN 1’s timeout is lost,

and the first TPDU sent to the alternate destination is delivered successfully.Å PMR = 0 When TSN 1 is acked, TSNs 2-3 are sent to the alternate destination, and

normal data transfer continues temporarily to the alternate destination. Eventually,

the heartbeat times out, and another heartbeat is then sent to the primary destination.

Since this timeout is the second consecutive timeout on the primary destination, it
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will take at least 2 seconds to expire (assuming RTO.Min is 1 second). Once the

second heartbeat is successfully acked, the sender cancels the failover, and resumes

normal data transmission to the primary destination.Å PMR = 1 When TSN 1 is acked, the sender is temporarily stalled and does not send

any new data. When TSN 2 times out (again, at least 2 seconds later), the sender

fails over to the alternate destination, retransmits TSN 2 to the alternate destination,

and sends a heartbeat to the primary destination. From this point, normal data

transfer continues to the alternate destination until the heartbeat is acked and the

failover is cancelled. Then the sender resumes normal data transfer to the primary

destination.

In Scenario 3, PMR  �� may potentially perform significantly better than PMR

 �� . With PMR  �� , the sender transmits new data on the alternate path until the sender

receives a heartbeat ack from the primary destination. We estimate the number of TPDUs,Ï
, sent to the alternate destination during this period as follows. From the time TSN 1

is retransmitted, the time it takes to receive a heartbeat ack from the primary destination

is +g� ÆÑÐ 3- ��� ÆÈÆ -60 , where � ÆÒÐ 3- is the primary path’s RTO for the second consecutive

timeout, and � ÆÈÆ - is the primary path’s RTT. The number of alternate path round trips,Ó , that will take place during this period isÓ  ÕÔ×ÖJ� Ø ��� � ÆÑÐ 3 - � � ÆÈÆ -� ÆÈÆ 3 Ù (3.1)

where � ÆÇÆ 3 is the alternate path’s RTT. Note that since at least one TPDU (TSN 1) is

successfully sent on the alternate path, Ó must be at least 1.

To estimate the number of TPDUs,
Ï
, sent to the alternate destination during Ó

alternate path round trips, we first assume that no loss occurs on the alternate path during

this period. Hence, the transfer on the alternate path exits slow start when cwnd exceeds
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ssthresh. Using the slow start cwnd growth model from [24], the last alternate path cwnd

before exiting slow start isÚÜÛ � Ï  ÞÝßÝáà^â Óäã Ýßâ  ÕÖg�åÖMà ÚÜÛ � Ïçæéè �>� �êìëÇíMîDîVï -
(3.2)

where ÖJ�ðÖMà ÚñÛ � Ï is the initial cwnd,
ê

is the number TPDUs per ack the receiver’s delayed

ack algorithm uses, and Óßòóò is the number of alternate path round trips spent in slow start.

Since Ög�åÖMà ÚÜÛ � Ï  �� , ê  �� , and ÓßòMò É Ó , we can solve for Óßòóò to arrive atÓôòMò  õÔ÷ö��ùø Ó ���>�ûúCüôýåþÿ +MÝ Ýáà^â Óäã Ý âU0 � (3.3)

Using a component of the slow start data transfer model from [24], the number of TPDUs

sent during the first Óßòóò round trips on the alternate path isÏ òóò  � æ�� �3�� í îDî�� ��3 � �
 � Ø è 	 � ë í î>î � � Ù (3.4)

The remaining round trips, Ó	��
 , are the number of round trips the transfer on the

alternate path spends in congestion avoidance:Ó���
  Ó � ÓôòMò (3.5)

During congestion avoidance, cwnd grows by 1 MTU each round trip. Thus, we useÚÜÛ � Ï � to denote the sender’s cwnd during the Ö -th round trip in congestion avoidance:ÚñÛ � Ï ��S-� ÚñÛ � Ï ��� � (3.6)

Then since a sender begins in congestion avoidance with ÚñÛ � Ï  ÕÝßÝ à^â Óäã Ýßâu� � , we have:ÚñÛ � Ï ��S-� ÝßÝáà^â Óäã Ýßâ�� Ö (3.7)

Thus, the number of data TPDUs sent during congestion avoidance isÏ ��
  í�����
���S- +óÝßÝáà^â Ó ã Ýßâ9� Ö;0
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 + Ó���
 æ ÝßÝáà^â Ó ã ÝßâU0}� í ����
���S- Ö

 + Ó���
 æ ÝßÝáà^â Ó ã ÝßâU0}� Ó���
 ��+ Ó���
 0 3� (3.8)

Combining (3.4) and (3.8), we estimate the number of successful data TPDUs that

PMR  #� sends to the alternate destination in Ó alternate path round trips asÏ  Ï òóò � Ï ��
 (3.9)

Since PMR  �� only sends only one TPDU to the alternate destination in Ó alternate path

round trips, the difference in the number of TPDUs that PMR  �� and PMR  � send

in this scenario is + Ï � �'0 . Therefore, the relative performance difference between PMR

 �� and PMR  �� in this scenario depends on Ó . When Ó  � , it follows that
Ï  � ,

and thus PMR  � performs no better than PMR  � . However, when Ó Ë�� , PMR  ��
outperforms PMR  �� since

Ï Ë�� .
This analysis assumes that the alternate path does not experience loss, but we now

relax this constraint by considering alternate path losses after TSN 1 (the case where

TSN 1 is lost is presented next in Scenario 4). Without getting into the details of such

scenarios (there are an infinite number), it suffices to say that our estimate of
Ï

in (3.9)

is an overestimate when loss is introduced. However, the fact that
Ï�� � remains true.

Therefore, it remains that, in this scenario, PMR  � performs no worse than PMR  �� ,
and may outperform PMR  �� by as much as + Ï � �'0 TPDUs, depending on Ó and the

loss conditions on the alternate path.

3.3.7.4 Scenario 4

The first TPDU sent to the primary destination and the first TPDU sent to the

alternate destination following TSN 1’s timeout are both lost.Å PMR = 0 TSN 1’s retransmission times out first, and TSN 1 is re-retransmitted to

the primary destination. When TSN 1 is acked, the failover is cancelled and normal
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data transfer continues to the primary destination from this point. Note that the

heartbeat times out later, but does not affect the data transfer.Å PMR = 1 TSN 1’s retransmission times out first, and TSN 1 is re-retransmitted

to the primary destination. When TSN 1 is acked, the failover is cancelled, but

the sender cannot send any new data until TSN 2 times out. Once TSN 2 times

out, the sender retransmits it to the alternate destination, and sends TSN 3 to the

primary destination. From this point, normal data transfer continues to the primary

destination.

Similar to Scenario 3, this scenario shows that PMR  � outperforms PMR  ��
when the primary path experiences consecutive timeouts. Again, the improvement is

based on Ó , but in this scenario, Ó is the number of primary path round trips defined asÓ  õÔ×Ög� Ø ��� � ÆÑÐ 3 - � � ÆÒÐ -3� ÆÈÆ - Ù (3.10)

where � ÆÑÐ 3 - is the primary path’s RTO for the second consecutive timeout, � ÆÑÐ -3 is the

alternate path’s RTO, and � ÆÈÆ - is the primary path’s RTT. Using this value of Ó in (3.3)

and (3.5), we can use (3.9) to estimate the number of successful data TPDUs,
Ï
, that PMR

 �� sends to the primary destination by the time � ÆÒÐ -3 expires. Therefore, this scenario

also shows PMR  �� performing no worse than PMR  �� , and possibly outperforming

PMR  �� by as much as + Ï � �'0 TPDUs.

The chances of encountering each of these four scenarios depends on the loss

conditions of the two paths. Regardless of which scenario is encountered when a timeout

occurs on the primary path, lower PMR settings (PMR  #� in particular) provide a transfer

with more to gain (potentially several more TPDUs successfully transferred) and less to

lose (at most, one less TPDU successfully transferred). Therefore, lower PMR settings

do not degrade performance and may actually improve performance.
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3.4 Permanent Failovers

When failovers are temporary, traffic migrates back to the primary path when it

recovers. This migration can potentially throttle the sending rate because the sender re-

turns to slow start’s cwnd of one MTU. To avoid this slowdown, this author introduces

a major potential change to SCTP – the concept of “permanent failover” using a Change

Primary Threshold (CPT). Permanent failover is based on a two-level threshold failover

mechanism proposed in [34]. Once failover occurs, the sender can make the failover per-

manent (i.e., change the primary destination) if more than CPT heartbeat probes sent to

the primary destination time out.

The specification for permanent failovers, shown in Figure 3.9, adds two new

transitions to the finite state machine in Figure 3.7. While the association is in Phase II

or III, if the primary destination’s CPT threshold is exceeded, the primary destination is

changed to the alternate destination currently in use. In Phase II, the association returns to

Phase I with the new primary destination. In Phase III, however, the association remains in

Phase III when a new primary destination is set; that is, changing the primary destination

does not change the status of any destination, and thus the association remains in the

dormant state.

We evaluate different CPT settings using the same methodology explained in Sec-

tion 3.3, except here we only focus on PMR  #� and the Dormant Hop behavior. We use

these settings, because we have shown in Section 3.3 that PMR  �� performs best and the

dormant state behavior behavior is insignificant.

3.4.1 Symmetric Path Delays

Figure 3.10 plots the average 80MB file transfer time for �
	����������������� primary

path loss, a 90ms primary path RTT, and a 90ms alternate path RTT. When the alternate

path loss rate is lower than the primary path loss rate, more aggressive permanent failover

(i.e., lower CPT settings) dramatically improve performance. On the flip side, the per-

formance is degraded relatively little when the alternate path loss rate is higher than that
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[ i = 0 ],
[ j = 1 ] Di primary

Di active
new Di

Phase I
Di primary
Di failed
new Dj

Phase IIDi’s PMR exceeded

Di responds

Dj’s PMR exceeded & j≠n

[ j = ( j+1 ) % n ]
Phase IIIDj’s PMR exceeded & j=n

Di responds

[ j = ( j+1 ) % n ]

Di primary
all dests failed

new Dj

Timeout on Dj 

[ j = ( j+1 ) % n ]

Di’s CPT exceeded
[ i = j ], [ j = ( j+1 ) % n ]

Di’s CPT exceeded
[ i = j ], [ j = ( j+1 ) % n ]

Dj responds & j≠i

Figure 3.9: FSM for permanent failovers

of the primary path. For example, when the primary path loss rate is 5%, reducing CPT

from 5 to 0 improves performance by as much as 88% and degrades performance by at

most 9%.

Since paths with lower loss rates are less likely to exceed CPT, associations with

lower CPT settings tend to spend less time on the higher loss rate path. The intuition

is as follows. If a sender permanently fails over to a path with a higher loss rate, the

performance may degrade, but only temporarily. Eventually, CPT will be exceeded again

and the sender will switch back to the lower loss rate path. Therefore, when the path

delays are symmetric, the most aggressive permanent failover (i.e., CPT  �� ) provides

the best performance.

3.4.2 Asymmetric Path Delays

Figure 3.10 shows that lowering CPT improves performance when path delays

are symmetric, but what happens when path delays are asymmetric? Figure 3.11 plots

the average 80MB file transfer for �
	��������������� primary path loss, a 90ms primary path
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Figure 3.10: CPT evaluation: PMR  �� , 90ms primary path RTT, and 90ms alternate
path RTT
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RTT, and a 210ms alternate path RTT. These results show that lower CPT settings may

improve performance, but only when the alternate path’s loss rate is much lower than the

primary path loss rate. Otherwise, aggressive permanent failover degrades performance

significantly. For example, when the primary path loss rate is 5%, reducing CPT from

5 to 0 improves performance 76% and 23% for 0% and 1% alternate path loss rates,

respectively. On the other hand, the performance suffers (by as much as 54%) for all

other alternate path loss rates. Thus, to benefit from a change primary, the difference in

path delays requires an alternate path loss rate low enough to offset the alternate path’s

relatively large delay.

Note that worst performance for aggressive permanent failover occurs when both

paths’ loss rates are similar. As expected, aggressive permanent failover’s performance

improves as the alternate path’s loss rate decreases relative to the primary’s. Surpris-

ingly, however, aggressive permanent failover’s performance also improves as the alter-

nate path’s loss rate increases relative to the primary’s. As explained in Section 3.4.1,

lower CPT settings allows an association to reduce the time spent on the higher loss rate

path. Therefore, as the alternate path’s loss rate increases, the association will spend less

time on the alternate path, thereby reducing the negative effects of its longer RTT.

Recognize that the results in Figure 3.11 present only one perspective with respect

to asymmetric path delays. We show in Figure 3.12 that if the association begins with

the longer delay path as the primary, lower CPT settings are advantageous regardless of

the paths’ loss rates. When starting on the longer delay path, the sender has only to gain

with more aggressive permanent failovers. If the alternate path’s loss rate is lower, the

association will spend more time on the shorter delay path. Otherwise, the association

will spend more time on the longer delay path, which it would have anyway with higher

CPT settings.

These results seem to demonstrate that failovers should be permanent only when
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Figure 3.11: CPT evaluation: PMR  �� , 90ms primary path RTT, and 210ms alternate
path RTT
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Figure 3.12: CPT evaluation: PMR  �� , 210ms primary path RTT, and 90ms alternate
path RTT
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the alternate path has a shorter RTT, but both RTT and loss conditions need to be consid-

ered in the decision process. A path with shorter RTT and higher loss rate may provide

lower throughput than a path with longer RTT and lower loss rate. With an estimated RTT

and loss rate (� ) for each path, a sender can apply Padhye’s simplified throughput model,-����� � �!�" , from [90] to compare paths and determine if a permanent failover would be

advantageous. Future work is to develop a mechanism to measure the loss rate of an idle

alternate path without introducing unnecessary overhead.

3.5 Conclusion

We investigated the effects of reducing SCTP’s failure detection threshold, Path.Max.Retrans

(PMR), to less than the currently specified six consecutive timeouts. As expected, the

number of spurious failovers increased as PMR was lowered, but we found that spurious

failovers do not degrade performance. In fact, we found that aggressive failover settings

have little effect on long term goodput averages for primary path loss rates less than 8%.

At higher primary path loss rates, lower PMR settings improve goodput (even when the

loss rate and/or delay is higher on the alternate path). Furthermore, since lower PMR

settings provide less stalls during timeout events, short transfers may benefit even at low

primary path loss rates.

We also explored the concept of permanent failovers to further improve perfor-

mance by avoiding a slowdown of the sending rate after a failed path recovers. We found

that that permanent failovers can improve performance if a sender has an estimate of each

path’s RTT and loss rate to make an informed decision.

We realize that aggressive failover thresholds may draw concern. First, traditional

thinking is that frequent traffic redirection is counter-productive, but that intuition comes

from research in congestion-based routing algorithms. Migrating traffic back-and-forth

on an end-to-end basis does not suffer the side-effects (e.g., reordering, inaccurate RTT

estimates, etc.) that are introduced, for example, when an intermediate router “flip-flops”

traffic between routes. These side-effects are avoided because each time a flow moves to a
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new path, it begins from slow start as if it were a new flow. Furthermore, SCTP maintains

path information (e.g., RTT, cwnd, ssthresh, etc.) per destination.

Second, “global failover synchronization” becomes possible with an aggressive

traffic migration design. A cycle is formed when a bottleneck router drops a burst of

packets, causing multiple flows to timeout and move their traffic to an alternate path.

These flows then simultaneously probe their primary destination, and if successful, si-

multaneously migrate back to their primary path and increase their cwnds up to the point

where a burst of drops occurs again.

However, we argue that global failover synchronization is no worse than the ex-

isting well-known phenomenon of global TCP congestion control synchronization [21].

In both cases, synchronized timeouts cause synchronized slow starts and cwnd evolution,

but in the case of failover, the cwnd evolution may occur on alternate paths that do not

share bottlenecks. If so, a single flow’s traffic migration appears no different than a new

end-to-end flow, because each time a flow migrates to a new path, the flow begins from

slow start with a cwnd of one MTU. In fact, since new flows may begin with a cwnd as

large as four MTUs [10], a single flow’s traffic migration is more conservative than a new

flow.

On the other hand, if multiple flows do migrate to alternate paths that share a

bottleneck, these flows will not disturb the network any more than a synchronized TCP

timeout would. In both cases, multiple flows begin from slow start with cwnd  one

MTU, and simultaneously grow their cwnd. The only difference being that in the case of

failover, the cwnd evolution happens to be on a different path than where the synchronized

timeout occurred. In any case, AQM techniques eliminate global synchronization [21],

which also includes global failover synchronization.
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Chapter 4

EFFECTS OF REACTIVE ROUTING

4.1 Introduction

In Chapters 2 and 3, we presented results that argued for a new retransmission

policy and failover mechanism for multihomed transport protocols, such as SCTP. Those

results and conclusions assumed wired network topologies, where proactive routing is

generally used, and the amount of network layer routing traffic is independent of the

transport layer traffic. As shown in Figure 4.1, hosts may be multihomed with multiple

wireless interfaces using different access technologies (e.g., 802.11, GPRS, CDMA, etc.).

Furthermore, wireless multihomed hosts may be connected in a mobile ad-hoc network

(MANET) instead of a traditional fixed infrastructure. If a MANET uses a reactive rout-

ing protocol, such as the Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) [67] and Ad-hoc On-Demand

Distance Vector (AODV) [92], then transmitting on an idle path will incur additional

network layer routing overhead not found in fixed infrastructure. Therefore, this chapter

reevaluates our conclusions about transport layer multihoming in the context of MANETs

with reactive routing protocols, where transport layer behavior does affect the amount of

routing traffic. We investigate the effects of reactive routing on retransmission policies

and failover thresholds.

We show that our conclusions for proactive routing hold for reactive routing un-

der certain circumstances also, such as when route cache lifetimes are longer than two

consecutive timeouts. However, we find that the extra overhead experienced with short

route cache lifetimes (necessary in highly mobile ad-hoc networks) and long route dis-

covery delays causes AllRtxSame to outperform FrSameRtoAlt. We also find that when
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Host A

A2

A1 Host B

B2

B1

Figure 4.1: Example multihoming topology in a wireless environment

AllRtxSame is preferable, a slightly less aggressive failover threshold, PMR  �� (i.e., two

consecutive timeouts), should be used. We conclude with a decision tree that summarizes

the results in this chapter by suggesting a retransmission policy and failover threshold

based on expected network conditions. This tree can assist a network engineer fine tune a

multihomed transport protocol for a particular network environment.

Section 4.2 details the methodology used in our investigation. Section 4.3 and 4.4

present the effects of reactive routing overheads on the retransmission policies and failover

thresholds, respectively. Section 4.5 concludes this chapter.

4.2 Analysis Methodology

We simulate a wired network to focus on the effects of reactive routing overheads

without also dealing with the side-effects and issues that wireless links and mobility entail.

To simulate the added delay overhead introduced by reactive routing, this author modified

the ns-2 SCTP module to track idle time of each path. Whenever an SCTP endpoint

transmits a TPDU on a path that has been idle longer than the route cache lifetime, the

sending function introduces an extra delay (i.e., the route discovery delay) before doing a

transmission. Hence, the simulation models the delay overhead to the transport layer, but

does not model the actual routing traffic that would occur. Such detailed network layer

and link layer modeling is beyond the scope of this dissertation.
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Perkins and Royer [92] use a fixed 3000ms cache lifetime in their AODV simula-

tions, which we use as guidance. We simulate route cache lifetimes of 1200ms, 3200ms,

and 7200ms to allow a route to be cached slightly longer than one, two, and three consec-

utive timeouts at the transport layer, respectively. We also simulate a 500ms route cache

lifetime. Since the minimum RTO at the transport layer is 1 second, a 500ms route cache

effectively forces a route discovery overhead for every single timeout. We simulate route

discovery delays of 100ms, 250ms, and 500ms, which represent a reasonable range for

MANETs up to 1000 nodes according to [92]. We also include 1000ms route discovery

delays in our simulations as a worst case scenario. Since networks with reactive routing

use the same path for forward and reverse traffic, and reverse path information is normally

maintained while forward paths are setup [92], we simulate route discovery delays only

in the forward path; that is, transport layer ack traffic never experiences route discovery

delays.

Figure 4.2 illustrates the network topology. We simulate RTTs of 90ms, 210ms,

and 1040ms, which are reasonably low delays for a lightly loaded MANET of 50-100

nodes [44].

To observe long term averages, we simulate 80MB file transfers and introduce

uniform loss (0-10% each way) at the core links of each path. Seven input parameters for

each simulation are:

1. primary path’s loss rate

2. alternate path’s loss rate

3. alternate path’s core link delay

4. retransmission policy

5. PMR setting

6. route cache lifetime
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Figure 4.2: Simulation network topology with random loss, 90ms primary path RTT, and�
����������������������� ms alternate path RTT

7. route discovery delay

4.3 Retransmission Policies

We have shown in Chapter 2 that sending all retransmissions to an alternate des-

tination (AllRtxAlt), as specified in RFC2960, offers the benefit of some successful data

transmission during failure scenarios (i.e., when the primary path becomes unreachable),

but drastically suffers when retransmissions are lost in non-failure scenarios. Due to the

idle nature of alternate paths, their round-trip time (RTT) measurements are infrequent,

and thus the sender’s retransmission timeout (RTO) values used for alternate paths are

generally conservative (i.e., large). Sending all retransmissions to the primary destination

(AllRtxSame) alleviates this problem, but suffers when the primary destination becomes

unreachable, or when the primary path’s loss conditions are significantly worse than the

alternate’s. Chapter 2 shows that over proactive network layer routing, where the net-

work overhead is the same for all paths, a hybrid policy (FrSameRtoAlt) can achieve

better performance. Since timeouts tend to occur during high loss or failure conditions,
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FrSameRtoAlt is able to achieve the benefits of AllRtxAlt under such situations. Mean-

while, AllRtxSame and FrSameRtoAlt perform equally well under non-failure scenarios

with low primary path loss rates.

In this section, we evaluate whether using an alternate path for timeout retrans-

missions continues to be advantageous when delays introduced by network layer reactive

routing protocols are taken into consideration. The extra route discovery delay introduced

when using an idle alternate path discourages using alternate paths for retransmissions.

Since we have already established in Chapter 2 that AllRtxAlt is worse than Fr-

SameRtoAlt for too much use of the alternate path, and AllRtxAlt will incur that much

more overhead in a reactive routing environment, we exclude AllRtxAlt from our evalu-

ation here. We only compare AllRtxSame versus FrSameRtoAlt in this section. All our

simulations use our Multiple Fast Retransmit algorithm (see Section 2.4.3) to help reduce

the number of timeouts.

Before presenting the results, we model in Figure 4.3 generic timelines (with key

points öB� ê � Ú � Ï ) for AllRtxSame and FrSameRtoAlt when a timeout occurs. We assume

that a timeout occurs on the primary path (from )9- to *�- ) at some arbitrary point in the

association. When the retransmission timeout (RTO) expires, � TPDUs are outstanding

and must be retransmitted. The retransmission policy used affects the performance in the

following way.Å AllRtxSame The � outstanding TPDUs are retransmitted on the primary path. If

the primary path’s idle time from point ö to point
ê

is greater than the route cache

lifetime, then the first TPDU retransmitted experiences a route discovery delay.

Once all retransmissions have been sent (point Ú ), the sender resumes sending new

data on the primary path. Future timeout events follow the same sequence of events.Å FrSameRtoAlt The � outstanding TPDUs are retransmitted on the alternate path

(from )53 to *53 ). We assume that these retransmissions are the first TPDUs sent on
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AllRtxSame FrSameRtoAlt

Figure 4.3: AllRtxSame vs FrSameRtoAlt in a timeout scenario with reactive routing

the alternate path, and thus, the first TPDU retransmitted experiences a route dis-

covery delay. Once all retransmissions have been sent (point Ú ), the sender resumes

sending new data on the primary path.1 If the primary path’s idle time from pointö to point Ú is greater than the route cache lifetime, then another route discovery

delay occurs. The next timeout that occurs on the primary (point
Ï
) follows the

same sequence of events. However, the route discovery delay on the alternate path

may be avoided if the alternate path’s idle time from point Ú to point
Ï

is less than

the route cache lifetime.

Consequently, AllRtxSame experiences at most one route discovery delay per timeout,

while FrSameRtoAlt experiences up to two route discovery delays per timeout. Further-

more, AllRtxSame never experiences more route discovery delays than FrSameRtoAlt.

We therefore expect AllRtxSame to outperform FrSameRtoAlt, but the performance gap

should get smaller as the route cache lifetime increases.

- RFC2960’s ambiguity allows two interpretations of when a sender may begin send-
ing new data in loss recovery scenarios. One interpretation is that a sender must
transmit all pending retransmissions before sending any new data. The second in-
terpretation is that new data is only blocked by pending retransmissions on the same
path. Both allow some level of parallelism on both paths, but we evaluate the stricter
interpretation. The latter interpretation would favor FrSameRtoAlt.
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4.3.1 Symmetric Path Delays

Of the route cache lifetimes we simulated, we find (as expected) 1200ms to be

the worst setting for FrSameRtoAlt with respect to its relative performance against All-

RtxSame. Since the primary path’s RTO generally stays fairly close to the recommended

minimum of 1 second, the time elapsed in Figure 4.3 from point ö to
ê

is generally shorter

than 1200ms. Hence, most timeouts with AllRtxSame do not incur a route discovery de-

lay. On the other hand, FrSameRtoAlt often experiences two route discovery delays per

timeout, because we expect the idle times in Figure 4.3 from point ö to point Ú and from

point Ú to point
Ï

are likely to be more than 1200ms.

In Figures 4.4 and 4.5, we plot the average file transfer time for �
	���������%������� pri-

mary path loss rates, a 90ms primary path RTT, a 90ms alternate path RTT, and a 1200ms

route cache lifetime. Figure 4.4 presents results for 100ms and 250ms route discovery de-

lays, while Figure 4.5 presents results for 500ms and 1000ms route discovery delays. We

find that with short route discovery delays (less than 250ms), AllRtxSame and FrSameR-

toAlt perform relatively similar to that reported for proactive routing environments in

Section 2.5.2. That is, both policies perform similarly, with FrSameRtoAlt performing

slightly better due to its parallelism of new transmissions on the primary path and retrans-

missions on an alternate path. These route discovery delays are short enough that even

with frequent timeouts (as experienced at high loss rates), FrSameRtoAlt’s benefits over

AllRtxSame remain. For larger route discovery delays (500-1000ms), the results favor

FrSameRtoAlt for low primary path loss rates ( É 3%) and AllRtxSame for high loss rates

( Ë 3%). Timeouts are infrequent at low loss rates, so route discovery delays incurred on

the alternate path with FrSameRtoAlt are irrelevant. High loss rates, on the other hand,

experience timeouts frequently and are thus negatively affected by large route discovery

delays incurred on the alternate path by FrSameRtoAlt.
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Figure 4.4: AllRtxSame and FrSameRtoAlt at �
	����������������� primary path loss, 90ms
primary path RTT, 90ms alternate path RTT, 1200ms route cache lifetime,
and �&�������������� ms route discovery delay
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Figure 4.5: AllRtxSame and FrSameRtoAlt at �
	����������������� primary path loss, 90ms
primary path RTT, 90ms alternate path RTT, 1200ms route cache lifetime,
and ������������������ ms route discovery delay
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Figure 4.6 shows that reducing the route cache lifetime to 500ms reduces the per-

formance gap between FrSameRtoAlt and AllRtxSame. It is not that FrSameRtoAlt ben-

efits from a shorter cache lifetime, but instead, AllRtxSame suffers. Since 500ms is less

than the minimum RTO of 1 second (i.e., point ö to point
ê

in Figure 4.3), AllRtxSame

experiences a route discovery delay with every timeout retransmission. Thus, FrSameR-

toAlt only incurs one more route discovery delay per timeout than AllRtxSame.

Increasing the route cache lifetime beyond 1200ms affects FrSameRtoAlt’s per-

formance more than AllRtxSame’s. Figure 4.7 shows that with a 3200ms route cache

lifetime, both policies’ performance improve, but FrSameRtoAlt improvement is more

significant. As a result, FrSameRtoAlt performs comparable to AllRtxSame with route

discoverys up to 500ms. With a 1000ms route discovery delay, FrSameRtoAlt performs

only slightly worse. That is, FrSameRtoAlt performs at most 6% worse than AllRtxSame

when both paths have the same loss rate. A 7200ms route cache lifetime (results not

shown) improves FrSameRtoAlt’s performance even further.

To summarize, as route cache lifetimes increase, the performance of both policies

improve, but the performance improvements are unequal. Route cache lifetime increases

that are less than the minimum RTO are more beneficial to AllRtxSame than FrSameR-

toAlt, because the frequency of cache misses at point
ê

in Figure 4.3 reduces for All-

RtxSame, but not for FrSameRtoAlt. On the other hand, route cache lifetime increases

that are above the minimum RTO are more beneficial to FrSameRtoAlt than AllRtxSame.

Once the route cache lifetime increases beyond the minimum RTO, the frequency of cache

misses at points
ê � Ú � Ï in Figure 4.3 reduces for FrSameRtoAlt, but remain unchanged for

AllRtxSame. AllRtxSame only benefits from a route cache lifetime larger than the mini-

mum RTO during consecutive timeout events.
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Figure 4.6: AllRtxSame and FrSameRtoAlt at �
	����������������� primary path loss, 90ms
primary path RTT, 90ms alternate path RTT, 500ms route cache lifetime,
and ������������������ ms route discovery delay
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Figure 4.7: AllRtxSame and FrSameRtoAlt at �
	����������������� primary path loss, 90ms
primary path RTT, 90ms alternate path RTT, 3200ms route cache lifetime,
and ������������������ ms route discovery delay
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4.3.2 Asymmetric Path Delays

The trends of Section 4.3.1 remain the same for asymmetric path delays (results

not shown). As explained in Section 2.5, FrSameRtoAlt’s performance benefits do dimin-

ish as path delay asymmetry increases, but the rate of diminishing returns is small. We find

that with reactive routing, increasing the alternate path’s RTT from 90ms to 210ms (more

than double) degrades FrSameRtoAlt’s performance relative to AllRtxSame by only 3-

7%. Since Section 2.5 shows that highly asymmetric paths do not favor FrSameRtoAlt

even with proactive routing, we do not evaluate FrSameRtoAlt’s performance a 1040ms

alternate path RTT in a reactive routing environment. Surely, the added overhead of route

discovery delays on idle paths would make FrSameRtoAlt less favorable.

We conclude this section on retransmission policies for reactive routing with a tree

representing our results (see Figure 4.8). This decision tree provides some suggestions to

a network engineer for choosing a retransmission policy based on the expected conditions

of the network environment. We recognize that we are using simplistic simulation models

and discrete network parameters to suggest exact values for real, complex network con-

ditions, so our results/suggestions are only meant to provide intuition and should be used

with caution. Furthermore, no recommendation can be made for values not covered in the

tree (e.g., �&� primaryRTT # alternateRTT #������ primaryRTT).

4.4 Failover Thresholds

We have shown in Chapter 3 that reducing the failover threshold, Path.Max.Retrans

(PMR), improves performance in both failure and non-failure scenarios. More aggressive

failover (i.e., lower threshold) decreases failure detection time at the cost of increased

spurious failovers, but we found that spurious failovers do not degrade overall perfor-

mance and often improve goodput. Our conclusion was that PMR  #� (i.e., failover after

a single timeout) provides the highest throughput for bulk transfer. These results and

supporting arguments assumed the FrSameRtoAlt policy was used since Chapter 2 estab-

lished it as the best performing retransmission policy for the Internet. However, as shown
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in Section 4.3, both AllRtxSame and FrSameRtoAlt have merits in a reactive routing en-

vironment, depending on the conditions. Thus, with reactive routing, PMR settings need

to be evaluated for both retransmission policies.

Section 3.3.7 explained why the most aggressive failover threshold (PMR  �� )
provides the best performance if FrSameRtoAlt is used. The underlying reason is that if

an alternate path is used for timeout retransmissions, then a sender benefits by remaining

on the alternate path for new data transmissions until the primary responds. We expected

this argument to also hold for reactive routing environments. To confirm our intuition, we

evaluated PMR settings with FrSameRtoAlt with our reactive routing model. Our results

(not shown) confirm that even with reactive routing, if FrSameRtoAlt is used, failing over

on a single timeout provides the best performance.

The remainder of this section evaluates failover thresholds when AllRtxSame is

used in a reactive routing environment.

4.4.1 Symmetric Path Delays

Figure 4.9 presents the average file transfer time for �
	����������������� primary path

loss rates, a 90ms primary path RTT, a 90ms alternate path RTT, a 1200ms route cache

lifetime, and a 1000ms route discovery delay. We find that even with AllRtxSame, PMR

 � provides the best performance. This aggressive failover setting does not always

improve performance, but at worst, it degrades performance by 5%. However, as shown

by the plots for 8% and 10% primary path loss rates, PMR  �� can potentially improve

performance significantly . For example, PMR  !� improves performance by as much as

68% when the primary path’s loss rate is 10%.

We find these results interesting because the detailed analysis provided in Sec-

tion 3.3.7 is specific to the FrSameRtoAlt policy, and thus should not apply here. Our

argument with FrSameRtoAlt was that if the sender is using the alternate path for time-

out retransmissions anyway, the sender might as well also use the alternate path for new

data until the primary destination responds. On the other hand, AllRtxSame only uses the
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Figure 4.9: PMR settings with �
	����������������� primary path loss, 90ms primary path RTT,
90ms alternate path RTT, 1200ms route cache lifetime, and 1000ms route
discovery delay
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alternate path when a failover occurs. So in this case, a spurious failover poses a higher

risk for hurting performance. If the alternate path has a longer delay (which it does in

this scenario due to route discovery delays) and/or higher loss rate, spurious failover may

degrade performance.

So then why does PMR  �� continue to provide better performance when All-

RtxSame is used? Although the specifics of the scenarios in Section 3.3.7 do not exactly

apply when AllRtxSame is used, we find that the general argument still applies – the

primary path’s quality influences performance more than the alternate path’s quality. In

other words, spuriously failing over to an alternate path may momentarily degrade perfor-

mance, but the failover is cancelled as soon as the primary destination responds. However,

when traffic remains on the primary path after a timeout, subsequent losses completely

stall the transfer. Moreover, at low primary path loss rates, the alternate path’s quality be-

comes somewhat irrelevant as spurious failovers are too infrequent to significantly impact

performance.

4.4.2 Asymmetric Path Delays

When path delays are asymmetric, the potential penalty for spurious failovers with

AllRtxSame increases. We find that increasing the alternate path’s RTT to slightly more

than double (210ms) does affect goodput enough (degradation of more than 5%) to dis-

courage using PMR  �� with AllRtxSame and long route discovery delays. Our results

(not shown) reveal that with such path delay asymmetry, PMR  � is the best failover

threshold for AllRtxSame.

We also find (unexpectedly) that increasing the alternate path’s RTT to 1040ms

does not change this result (see Figure 4.10). With a 1200ms route cache lifetime, the ex-

treme path delay asymmetry (including the route discovery delays) leaves no advantage

for failover on a single timeout. Not only does PMR  �� not provide any benefit, it de-

grades performance by as much as 49%. Interestingly, however, PMR  �� now provides

the best performance. This PMR setting causes negligible goodput degradation ( É 2%) at
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worst, and fails over after only two consecutive timeouts (i.e., 3 seconds with RFC2960’s

recommend settings).

At first, we thought that the 1200ms route cache lifetime was causing PMR  ��
to perform best. After all, a route discovery is inevitable after the second consecutive

timeout, regardless of which path is used at that point. The reason is that the second

timeout duration is 2 seconds in the best case, which means that both paths’ routes would

have been flushed from the cache by then. With this being the case, the route discovery

delays are no longer a factor when comparing performance of PMR settings greater than

0. Therefore, the goodput results for PMR settings greater than 0 are similar.

Following this logic, we would expect PMR  �
������� to perform poorly, and PMR

 � to be the best setting when the route cache lifetime is set to 3200ms. However, the

results in Figure 4.10 show that this expectation does not explain the results for a 1200ms

cache lifetime, because with a 3200ms cache lifetime, PMR  �� ’s performance remains

unchanged and continues to perform best. We realize that PMR  �� performs best not

because of the route cache lifetime, but because reaching that failover threshold is so rare

that it does not significantly affect performance. PMR  � ’s performance is improved

because a longer cache lifetime causes fewer heartbeat probes on the primary path to

be delayed due to route discoverys. As a result, spurious failovers are cancelled more

quickly, and an association spends less time on the longer delay alternate path.

4.5 Conclusion

We have investigated the effects of reactive routing on retransmission policies and

failover thresholds. We surprisingly found that our conclusions for proactive routing hold

in many circumstances for reactive routing. Only when route cache lifetimes are short ( #
minimum RTO) did we find scenarios where proactive routing conclusions do not hold.

We found with short route cache lifetimes and long route discovery delays, AllRtxSame

provides better performance than FrSameRtoAlt. We also found that when AllRtxSame
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is recommended, a slightly less aggressive failover threshold, PMR  �� (i.e., two consec-

utive timeouts), should be used.

The decision tree in Figure 4.11 summarizes all the results for this chapter by sug-

gesting a retransmission policy and failover threshold based on expected network condi-

tions. Left branches require stricter criteria from network expectations, but are able to

suggest aggressive use of alternate paths. Right branches suggest less aggressive use of

alternate paths due to their looser network requirements. For example, if we expect a

given network to have less than a 3% loss rate, then we can use aggressive settings: Fr-

SameRtoAlt with PMR  #� . On the other hand, if we have no idea what to expect from a

network, following the rightmost path down the tree suggests that AllRtxSame and PMR

 �� be used.

Again, we recognize that we are using simplistic simulation models and discrete

network parameters to suggest exact values for real, complex network conditions, so our

results/suggestions are only meant to provide intuition and should be used with caution.

Furthermore, our evaluation only focuses on the performance from the application’s per-

spective. Triggering route discoverys due to aggressive use of alternate paths may place

a significant traffic burden on the network layer which we do not simulate. Therefore, we

recommend as future work that this work be reevaluated with a model that accounts for

the extra network layer traffic introduced by reactive routing protocols.
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Chapter 5

SCTP NS-2 SIMULATION MODULE

5.1 Introduction

This chapter describes the SCTP module developed for the network simulator,

ns-2 [19]. Ns-2 is a discrete event simulator developed for networking research, and its

strength lies in areas of TCP, routing, and multicast protocols over wired and wireless

(local and satellite) networks. Janardhan Iyengar and I extended ns-2 to support SCTP

and its Partial Reliability Extension (PR-SCTP) [102]. We worked together on the initial

design and development, but after the first few months of development, I took primary

responsibility of code maintenance and development.

5.2 Implementation

Ns-2 is implemented in C++ with a modular framework for extensibility. Agents

are the basic building blocks for building a protocol stack. They represent endpoints

where network-layer packets are constructed or consumed, and can be extended, using

C++ derived classes, to build additional functionality. Analogous to ns-2’s TCP imple-

mentation, we implemented SCTP as a derived Agent class. We further derived classes

from the SCTP Agent class to implement experimental extensions of SCTP.

The SCTP agents are two-way agents, which means they implement both sender

and receiver functionality. The SCTP agents currently supported are:Å Agent/SCTPÅ Agent/SCTP/HbAfterRto
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Å Agent/SCTP/MultipleFastRtxÅ Agent/SCTP/TimestampÅ Agent/SCTP/MfrHbAfterRtoÅ Agent/SCTP/MfrTimestamp

Agent/SCTP is the base SCTP agent that supports the core functionality specified in

RFC2960 and the SCTP Implementer’s Guide [101]. It also supports the PR-SCTP ex-

tension [102]1. Agent/SCTP/HbAfterRto, Agent/SCTP/MultipleFastRtx,

and Agent/SCTP/Timestamp implement the Heartbeat After RTO, Multiple Fast Re-

transmit, and Timestamp extensions, respectively (descriptions in Section 2.4). The Mul-

tiple Fast Retransmit extension is combined with the Heartbeat after RTO extension in

Agent/SCTP/MfrHbAfterRto and with the Timestamp extension in

Agent/SCTP/MfrTimestamp.

Since we are dealing with a simulation environment, some protocol details can

be abstracted away. For example, much of the specification’s error cases: malformed

packets, unexpected events, etc., are not simulated. We also simplify other procedures

such as association establishment and association shutdown. The SCTP agent establishes

an association using a four-way handshake, but the handshake is simplified and does not

strictly conform to RFC2960. For example, the handshake does not exchange tags, and

the INIT and COOKIE-ECHO chunks are not used to update the RTT. Instead, RTT esti-

mation begins with the first DATA chunk. In addition, the SCTP agent currently does not

perform graceful shutdown. The association is abruptly terminated when the simulated

connection ends.

Since the underlying infrastructure of ns-2 does not support multiple interfaces

for a single node, including SCTP’s multihoming feature was non-trivial. Prior to my

- Our PR-SCTP implementation is not fully compliant with RFC3758, because the
PR-SCTP code was last updated when PR-SCTP was still an IETF draft.
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Figure 5.1: Logical representation of a multihomed node

work, an ns-2 node could have one and only one address. To get around this limitation,

our approach allows the general support for logically multihoming nodes that have a mul-

tihomed transport layer, such as SCTP. Each multihomed node is actually made up of

more than one node. As shown in Figure 5.1, a logically multihomed node is made up

of a single ”core node” and multiple ”interface nodes”, one for each simulated interface.

The core node is connected to each interface node via a uni-directional link towards the

interface node, but traffic never traverses these links. These links are only in place for

the core node to make routing decisions. An SCTP agent simultaneously resides on all

these nodes (i.e., the core and interface nodes), but actual traffic only goes to/from the

interface nodes. Whenever the SCTP agent needs to send data to a destination and does
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not know which outgoing interface to use, the agent firsts consults with the core node

for a route lookup. Then, the SCTP agent performs the send from the appropriate inter-

face node. Incoming data is received at one of the interface nodes directly and passed

up to the SCTP agent. This solution is applicable to any transport protocol that requires

multihoming functionality in ns-2.

Further details about implementation specifics and user instructions are available

in the ns-2 manual [19].

5.3 Popularity

Source code for the SCTP ns-2 module has been freely available since the first

public release in July 2001. Since then, there have been nine additional releases an-

nounced roughly every few months. The fifth release (April 2002) was the first version of

the SCTP module to supported multihoming and failover. However, these features were

unstable until the sixth release (July 2002). The tenth release is pending and will be re-

leased in May 2005. Originally, UD’s SCTP module was only available as a patch for

ns-2, but it has been merged with the main ns-2 code base and available by default with

the main ns-2 package since ns-2.27 (released January 2004).

Since the first release of the SCTP module, over 500 unique downloads of our

patch have been recorded.2 Now that the majority of users obtain the SCTP module

with the latest ns-2 package, we no longer track the number of downloads of our patch.

Currently, over 50 researchers are on our mailing list. These individuals actively use our

module, submit bug reports, and occasionally submit bug fixes. To date, 14 people have

contributed bug fixes and/or feature enhancements.

Several publications (including theses, papers, magazine articles, and IETF drafts)

by independent research groups have been published using our SCTP module to obtain

their results [9, 14–18, 36, 38–40, 45, 48, 50, 51, 56, 58, 61, 69, 70, 76, 77, 79–83, 85, 88, 89,

3 This statistic excludes known web crawlers, web caches, and duplicate domains. Du-
plicate domains are filtered based on their /16 IP address or their DNS name’s suffix.
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112]. In addition, our SCTP module is being used for course projects and independent

studies. For example, SCTP ns-2 simulations are part of one of the ten recommended

course projects in the Computer Communications and Networking course taught by Prof.

Reddy in Texas A&M University’s EE Department [93]. Lecturers Johan Garcia of Karl-

stads University in Sweden and Mohammad Ghavami of University of London in UK

have suggested doing SCTP ns-2 simulation studies as part of an independent study or

MS project [52, 53]. Two student projects used our module, one in the Advanced Com-

puter Networks course by Prof. Gerla in UCLA’s CS Department [17] and the other in the

Advanced Computer Networking and Communications course by Prof. Xiao in Michigan

State University’s CSE Department [87].

Overall, the ns-2 SCTP module has provided a significant tool to the networking

research community.
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Chapter 6

RELATED WORK, CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

We conclude this dissertation with a summary of related work (Section 6.1), a

summary of our key results (Section 6.2), and suggestions for future study (Section 6.3).

6.1 Related Work

This section presents related research that addresses end-to-end network fault tol-

erance. Section 6.1.1 presents other projects that exploit transport layer multihoming,

while Section 6.1.2 presents work that aim to improve path failure resilience without us-

ing transport layer multihoming.

6.1.1 Other Transport Layer Multihoming Projects

We present in this section the Concurrent Multipath Transfer and TCP-to-SCTP

translation shim projects, which use transport layer multihoming to further improve end-

to-end fault tolerance.

6.1.1.1 Concurrent Multipath Transfer

The results in this dissertation argue for aggressively exploiting all available paths

as much as possible, but in our investigation we always maintain the restriction of sending

new data to only one path at a time. This restriction reflects the current SCTP specification

which states that additional research is needed before sending data concurrently over mul-

tiple paths can be permitted. Concurrent Multipath Transfer (CMT) relaxes this restriction
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and uses all available paths concurrently for improving end-to-end throughput [62]. Al-

though CMT aims to improve throughput, it also improves end-to-end fault tolerance.

Sending data on all paths concurrently has the advantage of providing a sender with con-

tinuous path information for all paths. If a path fails, the sender can simply stop sending

data on that path until it recovers, and the end-to-end throughput is effectively reduced

temporarily. The black box perspective of network paths, however, requires additional

complexity at the sender for dealing with scheduling transmissions, packet reordering

introduced at the source, retransmission policies, and proper congestion control (just to

name a few). These issues are discussed further in [62].

6.1.1.2 TCP-to-SCTP Translation Shim

Even though SCTP is an IETF-standardized protocol that supports transport layer

multihoming, it lacks general deployment on the Internet. One of the hurdles that slows

SCTP’s deployment is actually a “chicken and egg” problem. Today, most existing ap-

plications use TCP, but could easily be modified to use SCTP. However, few application

developers bother to do so due to lack of user demand. Users do not demand SCTP sup-

port, because few hosts/applications support it. Essentially, a gradual migration path is

needed for SCTP deployment.

A transparent TCP-to-SCTP translation shim layer can provide a gradual migra-

tion path [20]. The idea is that a shim layer intercepts system calls to TCP and translates

them to equivalent calls to SCTP, thereby using an SCTP association in place of a TCP

connection. Such a shim allows legacy TCP applications to use SCTP and benefit from its

multihoming features, without requiring any recompilation. If the peer endpoint does not

support SCTP, the shim simply falls back to using TCP. As end hosts upgrade to newer

operating systems that support both SCTP and this shim layer, traditional TCP applica-

tions will use SCTP more and more. Eventually, application developers may decide to

support SCTP natively due to a large user base.
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6.1.2 Other End-to-End Fault Tolerance Approaches

In this section, we present other approaches to improving end-to-end fault toler-

ance, such as dynamic host routing, site multihoming, server replication, overlay routing

networks, and interrupted connection re-establishment.

6.1.2.1 Dynamic Host Routing

Dynamic host routing is an approach used by Touch and Faber to address network

fault tolerance at the end hosts using the routing layer [108]. Their approach strives

towards minimal changes, including no operating system modifications and no changes

to the application or transport layers. Their solution combines the use of multihomed

hosts, virtual network interfaces, and the RIP [57] routing protocol running on end hosts.

Each multihomed host is configured with a virtual network interface that connects to

the host’s real network interfaces through virtual links. All connections to and from the

multihomed host bind to the virtual interface IP address, and RIP is used to dynamically

route traffic through the appropriate real interface. This approach allows new and existing

transport layer connections to be resilient to network failures. Since RIP needs to run on

all hosts that wish to communicate resiliently, dynamic host routing is intended for small

scale networks and does not scale well for the Internet.

Transport layer multihoming offers better scalability, because a host only main-

tains multipath reachability information for peers to which it is connected. Another

advantage offered by transport layer multihoming is that actual data transfers serve as

implicit probes; hence, the transport layer can detect failure more quickly than a routing

protocol (assuming that the application sends data more frequently than a routing protocol

sends probes).

6.1.2.2 Site Multihoming

Site multihoming is when an entire site has more than one connection to the In-

ternet. Those connections can be either through the same ISP or different ISPs. Today,
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multihomed sites obtain a dedicated block of address space, and advertise its prefix route

through each of its ISP connections. Often the route for the prefix propagates to all routers

connected to the fault-free zone, which increasingly burdens BGP’s convergence time.

Routing stability is threatened as this type of site multihoming increases.

The IETF’s multi6 working group seeks alternative approaches that offer more

scalability, but their work focuses on IPv6 and requires BGP support [8]. Some commer-

cial products [2–6] offer site multihoming capabilities without BGP support. In any case,

site multihoming protects against a single access link failure, but cannot avoid the long

convergence times of BGP within the Internet.

6.1.2.3 Server Replication

Server replication aims to avoid failed network paths and overloaded servers by

redirecting client requests to a redundant server. Content Distribution Networks (CDNs),

such as Akamai [1] and Coral [49], cache content at intermediate nodes scattered around

the Internet. Client requests are then redirected using DNS or server redirects. CDNs

are effective at maintaining availability during flash crowds, but they focus on replicating

content instead of improving host availability. Thus, CDNs require additional reliability

mechanisms to protect uncached content from failures.

Server pools avoid this problem by replicating complete servers in clusters. Sev-

eral projects exist which address different aspects of the goal. The IETF’s rserpool work-

ing group is developing an architecture and protocols for the management and operation

of server pools [109]. The TCP Connection Migration [99] and Migratory TCP (M-

TCP) [107] projects provide mechanisms for migrating and resuming a service session

from an overloaded server to a redundant backup server. A server is considered over-

loaded if its system resources or network resources are fully utilized, but these projects

do not address the issues in determining when a server is overloaded.

SPAND maintains a shared repository of passive statistics of Internet transfers

that can be used for future transfers to choose a good server from a pool [97]. Smart
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Clients use downloaded portable code to handle server selection at the client side for

better flexibility and performance [114]. Crovella et al. show that latency-based server

selection outperforms random selection and techniques based on geographic location or

network hop count [43]. Dykes et al. independently also conclude in their study of server

selection techniques that a latency-based approach is best [46]. They also conclude that

picking the first server to respond to a TCP SYN packet is more effective than using

statistical records of previous transfers.

Research and actual deployment of server replication techniques have shown them

to provide extra resilience against path failures. Unfortunately, this approach is expensive

and only high-end Web sites can afford to add server redundancy. Moreover, this approach

does not improve host availability for hosts that act as clients and do not have content to

serve.

6.1.2.4 Overlay Routing Networks

A Resilient Overlay Network (RON) is an overlay architecture that allows end-

to-end communication over the Internet to detect and recover from path outages [13]. A

RON consists of a group of nodes which together form an application layer overlay on

top of the existing Internet routing infrastructure. The RON nodes monitor the Internet

paths among themselves to decide between routing packets directly over the Internet or via

another RON node. These decisions are optimized for the individual needs of applications

running on the RON nodes.

NATRON [113] extends RON by using a Network Address Translator (NAT) [47]

to reach external hosts, similar to a NAT-based proposal by the Detour project [42]. Pack-

ets that are routed through the NATRON infrastructure are tunneled to an intermediate

NATRON node. The intermediate nodes use NAT to replace the source address with its

own, and forwards packets to their target destination. The masqueraded IP address cause

reply packets to be sent to the same intermediate node, giving NATRON the ability to

control routing in both directions.
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SOSR (Scalable One-hop Source Routing) is another NAT-based solution, but the

decision making is done by the source node for scalability [54]. When a source detects

a failure, it selects one or more intermediate nodes to route through. The source simply

configures a SOSR node as its IP gateway, an its packets are automatically routed through

the overlay to the destination node. Intermediate nodes forwards messages it receives

to the destination, acting as a NAT proxy for the source. SOSR is transparent to the

destination.

Multihomed Overlay Networks (MONET) builds on the RON concept by com-

bining an overlay network with multihoming to address path failures both at access links

and within the Internet [12]. Each MONET node is a proxy that serves as a conduit for

client connections to a server. MONETs offer more scalability than RONs, because com-

munication is not confined to a small group. MONETs are able to increase availability of

existing unmodified servers.

Overlay approaches work well to route around failures, but they have some limita-

tions. They require extra infrastructure that is not scalable due to per flow state within the

infrastructure. The RON-based approaches monitor path quality to select the best avail-

able path, but this required background traffic is also not scalable beyond a small set of

nodes. NAT-based solutions inherit all the issues with NAT (which are many). Further-

more, ISPs may attempt to block overlay approaches, because they do not respect BGP

routing policies.

6.1.2.5 Interrupted Connection Re-establishment

Sometimes failures are unavoidable and transport layer connections are inter-

rupted. Several projects, such as Reliable Sockets (Rocks) [115], MSOCKS [84], and

TCP Migrate [98, 100], focus on providing session continuity after a disconnection or

change of network attachment (i.e., mobility). However, these techniques do not attempt

to maintain end-to-end connectivity in the presence of path failures.
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The Mobile SCTP [96] project exploits the Dynamic Address Reconfiguration

extension [103] for SCTP to provide yet another mechanism for transport layer mobility.

This technique differs in that it aims to actually maintain end-to-end connectivity instead

of disconnection restoration.

6.2 Conclusions

Transport layer multihoming aims to provide added fault tolerance needed for

persistent sessions, i.e., maintain end-to-end connectivity in the presence of failures. Al-

though connectivity may be maintained, a transfer may suffer from periods of inactivity

due to conservative use of alternate paths. In this dissertation, we have investigated re-

transmission policies and failover mechanisms that attempt to minimize stall time during

network congestion and failure events. Our investigation includes network topologies us-

ing proactive (for fixed infrastructure networks) and reactive routing (for mobile ad-hoc

networks) protocols.

The decision tree in Figure 4.11 summarizes all the results in this dissertation

by suggesting a retransmission policy and failover threshold based on expected network

conditions. Recognize that we are using simplistic simulation models and discrete net-

work parameters to suggest exact values for real, complex network conditions, so our

results/suggestions are only meant to provide intuition. Left branches require stricter cri-

teria from network expectations, but are able to suggest aggressive use of alternate paths.

Right branches suggest less aggressive use of alternate paths due to their looser network

requirements. For example, a MANET with highly mobile nodes would probably use

a short route cache lifetime and may require long discovery delays when routes are un-

available. Thus, according to the decision tree, this environment should use alternate

paths conservatively (i.e., AllRtxSame with PMR  �� ).
On the other hand, the Internet provides an environment where an endpoint can be

more aggressive in using alternate paths. Since most paths on the Internet experience less

than 3% loss [116], FrSameRtoAlt with PMR  �� should provide the best performance.
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Figure 6.1: Summary of dissertation results
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Even if we expect higher loss rates on the Internet, path delays generally are roughly

symmetric (i.e., no path delay is more than double of another) and proactive routing is

used. Therefore, FrSameRtoAlt with PMR  #� is still a good choice for the Internet.

If absolutely nothing is known or expected of a network, then the most conser-

vative settings should be used. Following the rightmost branches of the decision tree in

Figure 4.11, these settings are AllRtxSame and PMR  � . With these “conservative”

settings, an end-to-end failover takes only two consecutive timeouts (i.e., 3 seconds with

RFC2960’s recommended minimum RTO setting). Note, however, that these settings are

significantly more aggressive than those recommended currently for SCTP in RFC2960,

but are conservative enough to perform well in topologies with high loss rates and highly

asymmetric path delays.

Regarding our introduction and investigation of permanent failover, permanent

failovers can improve performance when the sender has an accurate estimate of the RTT

and loss rate of each path before making a retransmission decision. Otherwise, this dis-

sertation shows permanent failover is not recommended; failovers should be temporary,

and traffic should resume on the primary path when it recovers.

In essence, we have found that traditional conservative failover techniques used

in routing do not apply when path redundancy begins at the end hosts and is handled by

the transport layer. Since failovers at the routing layer are transparent to the transport

layer, the failover thresholds must be conservative to avoid oscillations that could cause

the transport layer to maintain inaccurate path metrics (RTT, cwnd, ssthresh). On the

other hand, a multihomed transport layer is completely aware of failover events and is

able to maintain separate metrics per path. As a result, transport layer multihoming can

improve performance by providing aggressive failovers that reduce stall time during net-

work congestion and failure events. These results provide insight on design decisions for

future multihomed transport protocols.
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6.3 Future Work

This section presents several suggestions for future work.

6.3.1 Further Investigation of Reactive Routing: Simulating Mobility and Wireless

Links

We suggest further investigation of multihomed transport protocols in MANETs

with reactive routing protocols. The interaction between transport layer multihoming and

reactive routing is of interest, because sending traffic on idle paths in a reactive routing

environment is likely to cause a cache miss in the routing tables and trigger a route dis-

covery. The research presented in this dissertation mainly focuses on the performance hit

of route discovery delays from an end host’s perspective. In other words, our analysis

is mostly concerned with the delays associated with a sender transmitting on a particular

path at different events. However, delay is not the only consequence of route discoveries.

Reactive routing protocols use flooding mechanisms to determine routes, which place a

significant traffic burden on the network. Thus, aggressive failovers may do additional

harm by degrading the overall goodput of the network. Future work should investigate

this issue.

In MANETs, wireless links are also of concern. Different link layer technologies

have different characteristics (channel access methods, radio range, resilience to noise,

etc.) that may affect the dynamics of transport layer multihoming and failovers. A com-

plete study of transport layer multihoming in MANETs should investigate the dynamics

introduced by different link layer models.

6.3.2 Parallel Initiation Requests

Although transport layer multihoming provides failure resilience to established

associations, it does not provide a mechanism for establishing associations in the face of

path failure. DNS returns a list of IP addresses for multihomed hosts, and applications
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are responsible for attempting more than one address until success is obtained [22]. Cur-

rent applications pass only one peer IP address to a multihomed transport layer, and the

transport layer then learns the other peer addresses from the peer during association es-

tablishment. However, if the peer does not respond, the initiating transport layer has no

other peer addresses to try, and can only retry the same peer address. After several failed

attempts, the initiating transport layer gives up, and the application is forced to try another

peer IP address.

It would be ideal if applications could simply pass the list of IP addresses to a

multihomed transport protocol, and handover the responsibility of trying multiple peer

addresses, if necessary, during transport layer association initiation. Part of the problem

with passing a list to the transport layer is that an application cannot assume that the list of

IP addresses returned by DNS refers to a single host, because DNS also returns a list for

replicated servers (e.g., Akamai [1]). This ambiguity poses a problem if a transport layer

relies on an application passing a list of addresses, because the transport layer may po-

tentially try to establish an association consisting of IP addresses for physically different

hosts.

We propose a mechanism for future work that allows an association to be estab-

lished during path failures. This mechanism requires that multihomed transport protocols

accept a list of IP addresses from applications, but not assume that the entire list can be

bound to a single association. Instead, the transport layer assumes, for all practical pur-

poses, that all the addresses refer to different physical hosts. This way, the transport layer

can try multiple addresses during association initiation if necessary. Once a peer replies,

the normal establishment procedure occurs, and the initiating transport layer binds the

association to the address list reported by the peer (and not the one passed by the applica-

tion).

We also propose an enhanced version of this mechanism that can be used for

determining the path (or redundant server) with lowest latency, which can be used for
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selecting the primary path. When initiating an association, a multihomed transport layer

sends multiple initiation requests in parallel – one to each address in the list provided by

the application. The first acked request is used to establish an association, and the others

are ignored. Again, the initiating transport layer binds the association to the address list

reported by the peer. This method of selecting a primary path (or redundant server) is

similar to Dykes et al.’s suggestion for selecting a server from a cluster of replicas [46].
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